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Beyond .1tnalysis:
The Pfeffer-Syndrome
What prompt:; a man to turn
turn against hi> own people?Monetary reward? - Recognition?
-Self-hate?
It is difficult to analyze objectively the motives and the rationale
behind an informer's behavior, especially when (ITie identifies with
the betrayed ; and more so when the
subject confounds one's urge to be
charitable toward him.
L eo PfcfTer ha:; distinguished himself as a spokesman for the forces
that oppose government-aid to private schools. Hi~ dedication to protecting religious educational institutions from public funds has taken
him far and wide-even to Australia, which he recently visited on
a fact finding tJur aimed at preventing schools of religious sponsorship from receiving any government aid for their secular programs.
As often as not, when a lawsuit is
drawn up by the American Jewish
Congress or by its front organization PEARL (Committee for Public Education and Religious Liberty) against a federal or state
government for allocating funds to
a private school, Mr. Pfeffer speaks
for the plaintiff:
Mr. Pfeffer served as special
counsel for the American Jewish
Congress before the Supreme Court
last June in th<! landmark Rhode
Island Case wh ich was decided in
his favor . . . . He also argued successfully on beh<tlf of PEARL when
it sued to bar $33 million in state
funds for teach1!r salary payments
under the 1971 5ecular Educational
The Jewish
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Services Act. . . . And he was one
of two attorneys who argued before
a Federal court in Pennsylvania that
struck down state tuition reimbursements to parents of parochial school
children early this April.
H e challenged the State in another case that he Jost-authorizing
the Joan of secular textbooks to
students in non-public schools.
If one would blind oneself to the
tragic financial plight of the American institutions of Torah study, if
one could studiously ignore the dismal record of the American Jewish
Congress, American Jewish Committee, and the Bnai Brith (all constituent organizations of PEARL)
in failing to produce any reasonable support for Torah or to sponsor
any meaningful program of Jewish
continuity, perhaps one could accept their claim of concern for
maintaining the "protective wall of
separation between church and
State" that tht: Constitution guanmtees. Perhaps one might find a
modicum of sincerity in their paranoic defense of the Constitution
from religious intrusion, and the
religious schools from creeping
government control.
But by no stretch of the imagination, by no over-abundance of gratuitous good will can one find a
justifying sincerity in the singling
out of an individual yeshiva d ay
school-naming names, citing figures in demonstration of how
fumh granted to yeshivos under the
New York State Mandated Services
Act of I 970 for attendance-taking

and record-keeping, are allegedly
being used for other purposes. This
type of activity is beyond one's
ability to condone.
The occasion was a Jaw-suit institu ted by PEARL, a rgu ing ( according to a PEARL's press-release,
which incidentally arrived in an
AJC envelope ) that: " . . . 1970
New York State Mandated Services
Act - allocating $28 million per
year to nonpublic schools for examination and record-keeping purposes- was ' unconstitutional on its
face and in its application because
it gave state funds to religious
schools in violation of the First
Amendment.'
"Jn his a rgument in the U.S. District Court for the Southern District
of New York (on August 12), Mr.
P feffer illustrated that only a small
amount of the $28 million actually
went to state-mandated services by
citing reports from the Sta te Education Department on two typical
parochial schools receiving fundsCatholic Central High School in
Laosingburgh, N. Y. and the North
Shore H ebrew Academy in Great
Neck, Long Island.
" For the North Schore H ebrew
Academy the results, Mr. Pfeffer

said, were that tile school was en-

titled 10 receive $5,400, while the
estimated costs of mandated services total $1 ,776, less than a third.

The PEARL
further:

attorney

declared

"What this revealing report reveals is that less than one-third of
the state grant for mandated services is used for mandated services.
The remainder becomes part of the
school's general treasury and is used
for its general purpos~s. including
religious worship and instruction.
"According to the defendant's
construction and application of the
Act the schools may within the
authority of the Act expend every
dollar received from the state to pay
for the indoctrination of the students in the T orah . . . ."
In other words, Mr. Pfeffer challenged the State's interpretation of
3

a New York State law that granted
funds to private schools for the
purpose of pupil evaluation. By the
State's own criteria, part of the allocation could be used for giving
tests other than those designed by
the State. Mr. Pfeffer prefers his
own interpretation of the law's intent. He sees the State's guidelines
as being too vague, and he could
well trace those dollars not expended on official state tests, to-horror
of horrors-funding the teaching
of morality and ethical responsibility to Jewish children!

The courts banned further payments. So now, to Mr. Pfeffer's
credit, crisis-ridden yeshiva budgets
have been deprived of millions of
dollars.
The Hebrew words mesirah and
malshinus (informing on others)
have ugly connotations and despicable historic antecedants. Perhaps
in his predilection for legalistic nitpicking, Mr. Ffeffer might delight in
tracing some of the historical precedents of these terms. But, then
again, he might not; it might put
him on the defensive.
D

Bra Gaps in Communication

&' The White House Lunch
The reader-writer/broadcasterviewer gaps are broad ones and in
many ways inevitable. After all,
people subscribe to publications for
a variety of reasons, but in no way
do they "elect" journalists, publishers, and broadcasters because of
their political or philosophical outlooks. Vice President Spiro Agnew
has repeatedly called attention to
the liberal leanings of the MiddleA tlantic media establishment, which
wields such powerful influence over
the reading-viewing masses. According to Mr. Agnew, the establishment members seem to have
concocted their own vision of an
ideal Tomorrow and they are doing
their utmost to usher it in Today,
while the Middle-Americans are
much more conservative by nature.
A similar gap plagues Jewish
journalism, but ironically, it is
marked by the publicists' rusty old
dream of a secular Jewish Tomorrow, while in many ways, the spirit
of the tin1es is in favor of returning
to a richer Jewish life-style, with
far more religious content. It is the
journalism establishment that is
"behind the times."
The Gap In Israel
This gap is extremely pronounced
in Israel, where many of the newspapers and magazines, which tend
4

toward the racy and sensational,
exhibit little sympathy for religion.
This was dramatically illustrated in
a recent (1969) poll that compared
the degree of religious identification
of the general populace with that
of the "opinion makers." The breakdown of the attitudes of the masses
found approximately 20% strictly
observant, close to 50% partially
observant in varying degrees, and
some 30% basically non-observant,
although even most of this group
do attend shul on occasion.
By contrast, the "leaders of opinion" revealed themselves to be
markedly more secular; nearly half
the total completely non-observant;
over a third describing themselves
as '(a little" observant--0ver 40%
of this group never attend shul, and
another one-in-seven only on Yorn
Kippur. Further, when this second
group was queried about how much
influence the Jewish religion had on
their own sense of themselves as
Jews, 30% indicated a good deal,
another 30% that it had little or
none, and the other 40% that it
has "some." (From a survey reported in The Rift In Israel, a book
by S. Clement Leslie.)
Apparently the leaders of opinion in Israel harbor a vision of
Jewishness that is so firmly rooted

in a secular, anti-religious past, that
they cannot adjust that dream or
its secular accoutrements to fit the
more religious make-up of the public. Reading the press and perusing
the popular journals of Israel is not
a fair indication of the temper of
the land.
In America:
Of Menus and Heartburn
In America, the situation is similar in many respects. The recent upsurge in Jewish ethnic consciousness, both on and off campus,
should alert the "leaders of opinion" to the promise of a future of
more authentic religious self-awareness on the part of the Jew.-And
are the publicists with it? We have
no survey of attitudes at our disposal, but a recent White House
Conference for Jewish Editors,
which was held in Washington on
March l 3th, gave us a stiff dose of
the religious orientation of the
American Jewish leaders of opinion.
The conclave was ostensibly a
briefing on Nixonian accomplishments for the Jews, and the visitors
were exposed to a succession of
Jewish presidential advisors, presidential advisors on Jewish affairs,
and several combinations of the
two. At a buffet luncheon in the
Federal Executive Office Building,
and later at cocktails, the editors
were exposed to each other. After
scrutinizing 89 of the American
Jewish opinion makers, we found
the implications hardly surprising
but nonetheless worthy of note.
The buffet lunch as well as most
of the snacks at the cocktail-party
were non-Kosher. Twenty Kosher
airline-type trays had been put together at the lunch for the more
fastidious. . . . Seventeen of these
twenty were picked up (some by
people who nibbled at the sour
pickle enclosed and at little else,
but picked up the trays anyway
because they did not want to see
them remain the "wallflowers of
the ball."-Three were left stranded
anyway).
One editor passing a "Kosher
table," commented: Why do you
The ]ell:ish Observer I April, 1972

Tire President keep,Y his promise tu a Ruse Garden full of Jewish editors.

yarmulke people insist on retreating
into ghettos?
A retort: Exactly who abandoned
the norm, and who has been staying
with it?
And the inevitable aside: How
much Jewish orientation can possibly be expected from the standard
Anglo-Jewish periodical (heralded
for its role in enhancing the Jewish
awareness of its readers) when it.1·
editors seem so far removed from
the basics of Judaism?
Or as one wag put it: There
seems to be a choice of menus in
Jewish Journalism: non-Kosher,
Kosher-style, standard Kosher, and
glatt Kosher.
In passing: One old-timer, his
dish buffeted high with delicacies,
spotted the Kosher trays, and mut-

tered to no one in particular, "I'd
have to be an anti-Semite to eat this
stuff if there is Kosher food available." He parked his platter in a
corner and picked up tray # 17....
His Anglo-Jewish weekly, by the
way, invariably features news of
the local Yeshiva day school and
high school, alongside some nonsensical syndicated stuff - supermarket style, featuring Kosher and
non-Kosher provisions.
An additional observation: A
syndicated voice of Old-World adjustment to New World conditions
- - a bald-pated septuagenarian was pretty nifty with the cheese
slices and cold meat morsels at the
buffet, but was embarrassingly halting in posing his questions at the
afternoon press-conference. His ner-

The Conspicuous Jew
and the 27th Amendment
Can a nation be "like all other
nations" and outstanding in character and achievement at one and
the same time? Israel has been
wrestling with this dilemma ever
since the Zionist dream has become
a reality. The goal of a national
homeland was meant to usher in a
new era of pride, self-respect, and
acceptability for the scorned wandering Jew on the basis of ridding
him of his stateless ignominy. But,
even as a nation among other nations, the Jews can never he just
Tire Jewish Obst'rver / April, 1971

another community of people. T he
factor of Divine Election makes the
Jew unassimilable and gives him no
rest in his incessant quest for perfection .
By the same token, other countries-both Judo-phile and AntiSemite-cannot help but take note
of Israel's every move in wonder at
how the People of the Bible will
behave now that they have been
restored to the Land of the Bible.
. . . And even those (Jews and
non-Jews) who prefer to ascribe the

vous fingers and tap-happy toes
could find no peace even ten minutes after his query was answered.
By contrast, my Warsaw-bred colleague from Dos Yiddishe Vort
stated his question (regarding federal aid to parochial schools) boldly
and clearly, and as did the-be-yarmulked voice of the Young Israel
Viewpoint . ... If long-standing traditions are being threatened by
conditions in the New World, then
challemrc the New World to accommodate us-rather than see this
as cause for compromise and capitulation.
Indeed, compromising adjustment
was once thought to be the inevitable wave of the future. That it is
now part of the long-buried meltingpot ideal was apparent in one other
aspect of the editorial make-up of
the groups: few of the Koshereaters were over 40. Of the rest,
few were under 50.
So the mixed menu left this diner
with a sour aftertaste, a nagging
heartburn, and one question that
persisted on coming up: What arc
the purposes of adjusting its
prices, its fruits?
Once Tomorrow's prophets of
change, the "adjusters" now represent Yesterday's fol1y.
0

Jewish drive to a behavioristic outgrowth of a millennia-long struggle
for survival, make no attempt at
refuting this national conspicuousness. It has an undeniable presence.
Awareness of the special salience
of the Jew in Israel is one of the
factors that prompts the Orthodox
leadership to be so wary of every
threat to Jewish sanctity that arises
in the Holy Land. Indeed the " Who
Is A Jew?" controversy, which now
centers around the absence of halachic specifications for admitting
converts into l srael as bonifide
Jews, is ostensibly concerned with
the blurring of Jewish identity in
the State of lsrael; but there is also
a deep anxiety that Jews in gola
will use the Israeli law as a pretext
5

for a laxity in admitting converts
to Judaism in other communities,
and this fear of world-wide reprecussions also contributes to the protest against the Israeli Law in its
present form.
Another challenge to tradition
that has never failed to cause an
uproar in Israel is the induction of
women into the Israeli army ·whether in the form of an outright
n1ilitary draft, under the guise of
conscription of \V01nen for national
service, or as part of a recruiting
From the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD March 21, 1972
Senate. MR. BAYH: ... [Imagine a situation where] no
peace exis.ts. A combat situa-

tion . . . where we are not
able to supply the manpower
needs -and I use the word
'manpower' advisedly-by voluntary means. What would be
the role of the women of this
country? The same as the role
of the men of this country
traditionally throughout the
years . . . .
I think the experience of
other nations which have conscripted women might be of
help in our deliberations on
this subject. I have looked at
this situation in Israel. . . . I
ask ... consent to have printed in the RECORD a letter addressed to me from Col. Stella
Levy, a military attache to the
lsr~eli

Embassyj describing in

more detail the condition which
actually exists with respect to
women in the armed services
of Israel. . . .

Embassy of Israel
W asliin{lto1i, D.(;.
January 20, 1972
The Honora/Jle Birrh Rayh
l:hairman Com1nittee on
the Jndiciary S1.ibcommittl!e
on (;onstit11tional A mendme11ts, Washin{lton, J).C.
/)ear Senator Bayh:
Thank you for your letter of January 17, 1972 in
u;hirh yon reqnest informa6

campaign aimed at encouraging the
girls to volunteer for service, the
government's moves always meet
the stiffest resistance from the religious yishuv, which reacts militantly whenever the modesty of the
bas Yisroel is under threat.
The religious community in
America echoes these sentiments,
but the prevelant feeling is usually
that the threat is peculiar to Israel
and has no direct hearing on communities in other parts of the world.
This has been proved incorrect.
tion, concerning the "(;hen"
Wom,en's Army (;orps of

Israel. l hope the following
information, tuill ansu;er
yonr qnestions:
Israeli girls are recrnited
into the l.D.'f". (Israel

Defense Forces) jnst as
men, 11y pou;e,. of the l_Jruu
of ,~filitar'}' Service. Accorrling to this lau;, every
girl ltpo1t reacliing the
a{(e of eigliteen, must re-

port for 20 month.< of
coni11ulsory m,ilitary servi,~e. After 1rhich she r'~~
1naitlS lial1le for reserve
dnty, even- as a married
wo1nan, up to the age of
24 or nntil she beconi.es
a mother. (Jfficer... and
C.(,'.().'s can 11ursue a
career in the Army e1,e1i
a.ft.er marria{(e and chiltlbirth.
The exce11tions available to women are based
on religious, h.ealth or
social welfare reasons.
ill en arid worn.en have
altvays fought side by
side in Israel, so actu.ally
there are no ttignificant.
difficulties u'hich arise
fro1n tliis situation• .•.
In Hebrew the word
"Chen'' means "charm."
Sincerely,
Col. Stella Levy
Attache for
JJ7omen's Affairs

During the U.S. Senate's debate
on the proposed 27th Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution, guaranteeing equal rights to women, reference
was made to the Israeli draft of
women, as a precedent of sorts.
Senator Ervin of North Carolina,
Chairman of the Senate Armed
Forces Committee, pointed out that
as a result of the "equity" guaranteed by the proposed Amendment,
women would be drafted into the
army. l"o protect American womanhood from military conscription,
Senator Ervin proposed an additional clause exempting them from
any draft. His proposal was challenged by Senator Birch Bayh, who
cited the role women play in the
Israeli Army as proof that such a
policy is quite consistent with civilized conduct of the highest order,
and he read into the Congressiona]
Record a letter from Col. Stella
Levy of the Israeli Army describing
the wo1nen's ro1e in the armed
service.
His sentiments were confirmed
by Senator Percy of Illinois, who
also referred to Israel"s draft of
wo1nen as an examp]e worthy of
emulation; and the result was defeat
of the Ervin amendment.
So the Jew, especially in Israel,
cannot become invisible, as has
always been the case, by preordination:
"See that I have taught you laws
and statutes ... to perform in the
Land . ... Keep them and do them.
for they are your lvisdom and intelligence in the eyes of the nations
(Devarim IV: 5-6).
"Not for your vastness in number
did G-d desire you and choose you,
for you are the least of all the
nations, but for G-d's love for you.
. . . Keeping His promise that He
n1ade to your fathers ... and that
you recognize that He is G-d . . .
and that you Keep the mitzvah, the
laws, and the statutes" (Devarim
VJ:7-ll).
The Jew is incurably conspicious.
Would it but always he for the
prescribed reasons.
D
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Lewir Brenner

Come with Me
to the Tisch
llorav Chaim Meir Hager, n,1:? v'1~ i:Jt, who had
been revered as Vizhnitzer Rebhe for the past 35 years,
passed away in Eretz Yisroel on the Thursday night
before Pesach. On the following day, an estimated
50,000 mourners accompanied his "oron" to its final
resting place.
He had a huge following, includinf? the thousands
of settlers of Shikun Vizhnitz, and the hundreds of
students of the Vizhnitzcr Yeshiva, both in Bnei B rak;
he was a member of the Moetzes Gedolei Hatorah
(Council of Torah Sages) of the Agudath Israel of
Eretz Yisroel; he was the scion of a noble Chassidic
dynasty; but, perhaps equal to all of these elements,
his personal warmth, the majesty of his "tisch," and
the triumph of joy over adversity that he personified,
won him vast admiration beyond the confines of any
one group.
LEWIS BRENNER, who was attracted to the Rebbe
when he came to Brooklyn during the years following
World War IT, has written an account of the Vizhnitzer
R ebbe's Friday night "ti.sch," which captures much
of the atmosphere that was the hallmark of Vizhnitz.

The shtiebel on R oss Street in Williamsburgh was
packed. People were Jiterally hanging on to the
walls. I was perched on the oversized cast iron
radiator in the corner, one hand mopping my brow
with my handkerchief, the other hand holding on
for dear life to the gartel of my partner on the radiator.
We didn't know if the radiator was warming us or
if the heat was generated from the assembled multitude.
This was a multifaceted group of Chassidim from
Galicia. Bukovina, Rumania, Hungary, Marmorosh,
Transylvania- from all over the globe, bent on one
purpose: spending the Shabbos with the Vizhnitzer
Rebbe, who had just arrived from Eretz Yisroel to
seek support for his beloved project, the building of
Shikun Vizhnitz in Bnai Brak. His avowed purpose
RABBI RRENNFR,

n m11snuwh of l'vfrsifta Torah Vodaath, re-

sides in Brooklyn where Ire is active in. comm1111al affairs. His
"Community Controls on Extral'agance" appeared in the
June, '7 I J EWISH OBSERVER.
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was the rejuvenation of Chassidus after the Holocaust,
which left many in despair, reciting Kaddish over
Yiddishkeit, frumkeit and especially Chassidus. In
our minds, we were mulling over the Rebbe's words
regarding the Baal Shem Tov's promise to his great
disciple and shliach tz.ibbur, Reb Yaakov Koppel
Chassid. from whom the Rebbe was a seventh
generation descendant- Your issue will lead Kial
Yisroel to welcome Moshiach.
Suddenly all was quiet. T he Rebbe silently made
his way through a hastily formed lane, the throng
held back by broad-shouldered Chassidim. H e took
his place at the head of the table and, with outstretched
arms welcoming the Shabbos, he began, "Gut Shabbos,
Gut Shabbos, Gut Shahbos, haliger Shabbos, teiyre
Shabbos, shreit shet, Yiddilech Gut Shabbos."
Thus, at about eight o'clock began the tisch which
was to Jast into the earlv hours of the morning.
Shabbo::; knows 110 night: the Rebbe would say, quoting
7

Rashi in Masechta Shabbos-Friday is considered
the night of Shabbos. Shabbos is completely day,
made up entirely of light, life and purity. He recited
the Sha/em Aleichem in the nusach made famous
by three great Vizhnitzer Rebbes before him,
intoning each phrase distinctly and in his own
unique 1nanner. Shabhos shulem u'mevorochShulem aleichem, malachay hashoreis, melachay
hashulem, malachay elyon!
With a clear and resonant voice, broken from
time to time by a sob-a tear shed out of the joy
with which he greeted the Shabbos-and by a deep
krechtz emanating from the soul which longed with
such great anticipation for Shabbos Hamalkathe Sabbath Queen.
He went through the recitation of "Sholem
Aleichem" and the entire "Ribbon Ha'olomim"
without singing, merely chanting the words. Upon
its completion he picked up the hadassim filled with
spices and recited the "Boray 1ninay beso1nim." Thus~
with an addition to his great soul and the scent
of m'danay asa, he began to say "Aishes Chayil"
in a half singing, half chanting tone-a tradition
brought down from the holy Zaidas of Kosov, who
labored and toiled in the cradle of Chassidus, in
the mountain valleys where Russia, Poland, Rumania,
and Hungary touched each other. The u-bu-bu-boy
and the lingering sounds of the Vizhnitzer nusach,
elongating many words and dragging the syllables
of others, were the trademark of the dynasty founded
by Reb Yaakov Koppel Chassid, established in the
Galician village hy his son Reh Mendel and
fortified by his grandson Reh Chaim. The next
generation had its own Reh Mendel, known as the
Tsemach, from whom sprouted the present dynasty.
As the son-in-law of the great Rizhener, he set
up his court in Vizhnitz, a hamlet in Bukovina,
not far from the palace of the Rizhener in Sadegura.
The Rebbe continued to recite the "Askinu
Seudasa," with the unmistakable nusach, revealing
in each phrase his thoughts and emotions. One
could feel the expression of "simcha b'lev nishbar"rejoicing with a broken heart-a melody peering
out of the cracks of a heart, overflowing with the
joy of the advent of Shabbos. His progenitors
dwelled upon the mysteries of the Shabbos, the
the holiness of the Shabbos in all of their writings. He,
the Rebbe, was attempting to convey the joy of the
Shabbos. To all who entered his sphere of influence
he opened a door to the enjoyment of the Shabbos;
to sense its happiness and to open one's heart and
soul to its flood of purity and sanctity, contentment
and ecstasy.
The shtiebel was filled with all kinds of Jews,
all types of Chassidim, attracted to the Rebbe's voice
and look as to a magnet. He led, he directed, he
guided with a wink, a gesture, a movement. The
8

A recent photograph of the Vfzhnitzer Rebbe

'?"lT.

entire group swayed, as he swayed; sang, as he sang;
cried, as he cried; smiled, as he smiled; everyone,
as if transposed from this world to another---elated,
uplifted, and overjoyed. This was his magical
power of "taking the olam," the entire group, molding
them into one unit, ready to do the Will of the
One Above.
He proceeded to make Kiddush. As he uttered
the words "Yam hashishi," we all strained to get a
glimpse of his face. With the entrance of the
Shabbos his entire appearance changed. It was as
if he had grown a foot taller. His regal bearing,
all week long, was even more pronounced on Shabbos.
He was immaculate in dress. Every hair of his
beard was in a pre-ordained place. His payos neatly
curled and smoothly blended into his beard. His
face was radiant with joy. Yet he was "poshet
tsura v' love sh tsura" -his facial characteristics changed
with the mood of the words he chanted. He intoned
the words of the Kiddush, some hurriedly and
others he lingered upon; stressing, explaining, emoting
-all part of the same process of involving all
around him in the happiness he felt in the Shabbos.
Here before our eyes was the Rebbe who personified
the humility of Kosov, the majesty of Rizhn, the
wisdom of Ropchitz, the piety of Chernobl and the
kindness of Apt. In his veins flowed their blood and
in his conduct he eternalized their message. His
path was a synthesis of all of these great dynasties
and he sought to recreate their former greatness
in his renaissance of c:hassidus after the great
holocaust.
The Jewish Observer/ April, 1972

No sooner had he finished the Kiddush, partaken
of the wine, when he immediately lifted his hands
to ,conduct the entire olam in a new song-a melody
he 'had composed on his way to America. He
enjoyed a new niggun and lent his ear to every type
of song. He once told us that his entire body is
one niggun; from the tips of his toes to the top
of his head he echoed with song.
The entire shtiebel trembled as the sound reverberated, as all were pervaded with his joyful presence.
He was in full command at all times. He glanced
around the room and scrutinized us all-nothing
escaped him. He recognized faces he hadn't seen
in forty years and he embraced relatives he hadn't
seen since before the war. He drew everyone close
with his sharp and friendly look.
Thus, the tisch continued and the first course
was served. He nibbled at the fish and distributed
the shirayim-being meticulously careful to hand
out the fish on a special fork to those he knew as
uninitiated in the habits of the Chassidim. He would
avoid violating anyone's feelings and strove to
make everyone feel at home.
After the distribution of shirayim to the dignitaries,
the platter was pounced upon by the Chassidim who
were even satisfied to have touched the platter.
Others, who were more lucky, diligently divided
up their spoils with their neighbors and to all
newcomers- especially to those who were not
Chassidim. Remember, this was Vizhnitz where all
were drawn close to the Rebbe by the Chassidim
who were taught to attract all-even the most distant.
Their motto was summed up in the words of the
Rosh Hashana prayer of "V'yishme'u rechokim
vyava'u. Those distant will hear of you and come
close to you."
All is silent. The Rebbe begins to chant the "Kol
Mekadeish" with the tune of his forefathers, repeating
some words and dragging out others. He repeats the
word "maychalilo" three times. The last time he
pronounces it as "mochal-lo," hinting at a Chazal
that states- "If a man keeps the Shabbos, even if
he was guilty of idolatry, his sins are forgiven."

His motto: "Those distant will hear
of you, and come close to you."
The Chassidim press forward, eager to sec the Rcbbe,
and to swallow each word he recites. At times, the
R ebbe pauses to wipe a tear from his eyes, but he
is not crying. He is enjoying the Shabbos and expressing
his happiness. His voice rings loud and clear, and
it tears into every heart. It is difficult to forget his
imposing presence, his resonant voice and his
loving smile.
The "Kol Mekadeish" is followed by a lively
niggun, a dance melody, and the R ebbe is careful
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to make sure that all are responsive to his urging
to participate. Soon the entire room is reverberatingeveryone is awake, swaying back and forth to the
rhythm.
Following the soup the Rebbe pauses and then
begins the "Menucha Vesimcho." This is no ordinary
tune. It is a symphony. Its composer was the great
Reb Nisson who had sung in the court of the
Rebbe's father (known as the "Ahavas Yisroel"
after his sefer) Reb Yisroel, of blessed memory.
The Rebbe sang the first movement. It was repeated
by the entire group. He then carefully taught the
group the refrain and was gratified by the quick
response and some able voices. His pleasure was
obvious, for his face shone. But pity the one who
went off key. No matter how many people were
assembled, his sensitive ear would rebel at a false
note and he would pound on the table with his
fingers, interrupt the singing, and have the olam
repeat the melody perfectly.
"Menucha Vsimcho" sometimes took close to
twenty minutes by the clockl But who was looking at
the clock? We had lost all sense of time, as if transposed into a "Gan Eden"-some Olom Haba
beyond space and beyond time. Our joy knew no
bounds as we sang and opened our ears to the voice
of his singing, for he pierced many ears that were
tone-deaf and many hearts that were laden with
grief and adversity. He taught us how to daven,
how to chant, how to sing, and we felt closer to
him with every note. He blended everyone into one
symphony of prayer and song. From hundreds of
individuals, drawn from dissimilar backgrounds and
temperaments, he welded together one solid group
of Chassidim bent on one purpose-tasting the
joys of the Shabbos.
While eating the main course the Rebbe was
humming to himself and mulling over in his own mind
the thoughts he was going to say in his d'var Torah.
Even though he was so engrossed in his own
thoughts, he was alert to the entrance of any visiting
dignitary- Rebbe or Rav or Rosh Yeshiva. He
had each seated according to his station and was
reverent and respectful to all, stooping below his
dignity, to honor aU. His frequent question asked of
his guests was, " Where does one find simcha?
Can joy be purchased in a special store?" I once
gathered enough courage to answer him that happiness
was to be found by the Rebbe. His face lit up,
and smiling from ear to car, he bestowed his usual
blessing: "A zuss leben oif dir, mein kint."
His d'var Torah was always preceded by a serious
niggun sung in under-tones, and erratically interrupted
by the Torah itself. His Torah words were filled
with mystical combinations and numerical equivalents,
laboriously put together. He always stressed the
theme of Shabbos: enjoying the Shabbos, hallowing
9

To all who entered, he opened the
door to Shabbos - its beauty,
its sanctity, its ecstasy.
the Shahbos. He would always inject so1ne 111ussar,
criticizing those who slept away most of the Shabbos.
He implored all to taste of the Shabbos and to sense
its beauty, holiness, and joy. No heart was left
untouched and no mind was left unchallenged. flc
had something to say to everybody-to the great
scholar and the simple Chassid alike. He appealed
to all. embraced all, and inspired all.
The benchen was followed by a joyous dance,
with the Rebbe stationed in the center, observing all
who danced. Here he recognized a face he hadn't
seen in ages and there he patted a Chassid on the
back, thanking him for some long forgotten favor.
People who had in some way been of service \Vere
astounded to hear him offer his thanks and blessings
to them after decades of separation. He never forgot a
face, a name, a good deed. As the dancing proceeded
he immersed himself into it, constantly urging the
olani fron1 his station to increase the intensity of
the singing and dancing. And the olam responded
with more ecstacy and greater enthusiasm.
After a while the table was reset with fruit and
kugel, and the Rebbe sat down for what was known
as the Second Tisch. The older Chassidim went home,
and the younger people with greater resources of
energy, remained. It was well past midnight. After
distributing the fruit and kugel, the Rebbe would
retell oft-told stories of his great ancestors and of
other great Chassidic leaders. Special songs were
sung upon various occasion. Most often he had one
of the Hungarian Chassidim sing the song of the
Kalcver that dealt with the coming of Moshiach
("Shirnok Rinok" ). After each stanza he would
sing the Hebrew words as tears rolled down his
cheeks. He always followed this niggun with a very
joyful dance-song, which sounded like a triumphant
welcome to the expected Moshiaeh. At this second tisch
the Rebbe began to call over the bochurim, requesting
that each say a d'var Torah. After each bochur
divested himself of his d'var Torah the Rebbe would
add to it, correct it, and make sure that the source
be given due credit. He would literally trade d'var
Torah for d'var Torah, and embellished each one
with stories from the lives of the authors. At this
tisch he would usually sing "Ko Ribbon Olam." The
niggun, the gestures, and the trembling voice alerted
all to the holiness of Ma'amod Har Sinai and all rose
to their feet to honor this momentous occasion.
Following the Second Tisch, the Chassidim danced
to either a wordless niggun, or to the famous "Hashir
V'hashevach," or to the Vizhnitzer "Shevach Ykar
10

Ugdula." Once experienced, it was difficult to forget
the sight of the Rebbe in the early hours of the
morning as alert and enthusiastic as a youngster,
urging all of us on to greater heights of joy and
ecstasy.
The Rebbe sat down to a third Tisch where the
bochurin1 were the center of attraction. There each
had to say his d'var Torah and listen to the Rcbbe's
comments. At this tisch he distributed korsh, (a cake
1nade of yellow corn meal), served with herring and
shnapps. By this time all sleep bad been forgotten
and the remaining olan1 was as alert and as eager
to enjoy the Shabbos as the Rebbe. But it was getting
late and at about 2 a.m. the Rcbbe would begin to
ascend the steps to his apartment above. He
turned around to us, and seeing that we longed
for more he began to sing the "Odeh Lakeil." The
building echoed with our singing of the refrain,
and as he mounted the steps the Rebbe turned
around and sang another stanza. The song spoke of
rejuvenation and of constant devotion-themes the
Rebbe had made popular. He stressed the.in and
literally scared these thoughts into our minds. cfhe
song completed, we took our leave of him with
the same Gut Shabbos with which he had begun the
tisch.
He was now alone, in his own room, and most
everyone had left. Only a few of us lingered, and
we listened. Alone, the Rebbe was dancing a Shabbos
song by himself; he was dancing around his own
tiscfz laden with seforim, singing aloud to himself. No
weariness and no exhaustion marred his Shabbos.
He sang and danced until the rays of the sun entered
his room.
All is quiet but all is not over. His spirit continues
D
to sing and dance in our lives and homes.
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Stephen Oren

Starin Clouds Over Hebron
The special place of Hebron in Israel's spiritual
geography is well known. It is the burial place of all
the Patriarchs and Matriarchs save Rachel. It was
Caleb's first stopping place when Moses dispatched
him, among the twelve scouts, to spy out the Land.
And it was the first capital of David's kingdon1. Hebron
remained a focal point of Yiddishkeit in Eretz Israel
throughout all the centuries of our Golus. The continuity of Jewish life in Hebron was destroyed in J 929,
however, when a vicious Arab pogrom destroyed the
Hebron Jewish community and the Slabodka Yeshiva
in Hebron.
Jn J 967, the Israeli llag was raised in Hebron but
changes came slowly. Jews were allowed to visit the
Me'oras Hamachpeilah- the tomb of the fore-fathersbut only at times and under conditions that would not
disturb its character as a Muslim mosque. Jewish
settlement in Hebron was forbidden. The Rosh Yeshiva of the Hebron Yeshiva was discouraged by the
government when he spoke of returning his Yeshiva
to its home. Hebron was to remain Judenrein.
By Pesach of 1968, this condition changed. A group
of young men and women, ranging politically from
Agudath Israel to Mapam, but consisting primarily of
religious Jews, went to Hebron and defied the Israeli
government by declaring their intention to remain.
Defense Minister Dayan has often expressed a favorable attitude toward settling Hebron, but at the same
time he so valued his good relationship with Hebron's
Arab Nationalist Mayor Sheikh Ja'arbari that he was
prepared to use the Israeli army to expel the settlers
from Hebron. Only pressure from Mafdal and Gachal
cabinet ministers, as well as from Dayan's foes in the
Labor Party (Mapai) won them the right to remain.
lt has not been an easy existence. The cabinet
ordered the settlers housed in d reary barracks in the
headquarters of the military government overlooking
Hebron. Only those who have lived with the settlers
or visited them can appreciate what ardent spirits it
took to maintain an atmosphere of fidelity to Shabbos
and mitzvos in such surroundings. When the settlers
tried to establish a Kosher restaurant, an angry ukase
from Dayan forbade it, Jest the Arabs take offense (at
the sight of Jewish tourists in Hebron eating Kosher
food?). Just as that was a struggle, so did the introduction of each new settler mean a fight with the Defense
DR. OREN

visited the H ebron area in Summer, 1971, on a Pord

Foundation st1uly of the occ11pied territories in Israel. He rs
a professor of Political Science in W heaton College, Massachusel/s.
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Ministry. And so did the community's effort to reestablish Jewish worship in the Me'oras Hamachpeilah.
The restaurant was established. and the community's
number increased- but the settlers found "indigenous
growth" to be the quickest route to increased population .. . . Today there are fifty native Jewish Hebronites
in the city.
Even though every step forward was fraught with
challenges, it was all very much worth it and won widespread admiration. Even many on Israel's Far Left
spoke of the courage of the settlers. In March 1970,
the Israeli c<ibinet, over the objections of Foreign Minister Eban and the Mapam ministers, authorized the
construction of a Jewish suburb of Hebron with housing, a yeshiva, and an industrial zone, endowing it with
the Biblical name of Kiryat Arba. The first houses were
to be ready in September, 1971, and I personally recall
the joy with which the Hebron settlers, in the summer
of 197 l, spoke of moving to Kiryat Arba and reestablishing H ebron as a "city and mother in Israel."
It was not lo be. Or, ralher, nt:w Jifliculties ha ve
come up. The original Hebron settlers were religious.
They therefore hoped that, in view of Hebron's special
holiness, Kiryat Arba would not be just another Israeli
development town, but a genuine center of Yiddishkeit.
While non-religious Jews would certainly not be barred
from the town, its atmosphere was to be religious.
Accordingly, the settlers felt that they should have
some voice in allocating the new apartments. Moreover,
they argued, as a community, Kiryat Arba should have
11
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Vie11· of Old llebron & Me'oros Hamachpeilah.

a certain measure of self-government. They therefore
proposed that, in line with normal Israeli practice, a
local council be elected to run local affairs.
These demands have not been granted. Housing in
Hebron is under the jurisdiction of llousing Minister
Share! (Mapai) who had consistantly opposed settling
Hebron. He declared that housing wuul<l not be allocated by the settlers or in terms of Hebron's special
status and needs as a rc]igious landmark. 1-lathcr, a
lottery selection was made of all those applying for
housing. Those who obtained the lucky numbers were
awarded housing--even if, as in one case, the winner
was a n1an subject to frequent nervous breakdowns.
The settlers protested strongly and only accepted a
group of people whom they considered desirable as
neighbors as occupants of the vacant apartments. The
Housing Ministry was not pleased with the settlers'
unilateral action and it summoned the Israeli Army to
drive the new pioneers from their new homes. Thus,
Hebron's entire future as a potential center of Yiddishkeit is to depend upon the decision of the non-religious
llousing Ministry. of which not a single me1nber lives
in Hebron.
ProteC'tion or Politics'!
The settlers have been refused permission to elect
a local government, ostensibly because it would offend
the Arabs of the Judea region. At the same time, however) the Israeli government has had no hesitation
about ordering the Arabs the1nselves, in I-Iebron and
elsewhere, to hold elections in March and May of
this year.
On the surface, the government's reluctance to accept a settle111ent of civilian character near Hehron and
its insistence upon preserving its para111ilitary nature
might well be attributed to Hebron's history as a sensitive trouble spot, coupled with its relative Jack of strategic i111portance-adding up to a policy of discouraging settlement. Yet, the lottery system for assigning
settlers to Kiryat Arba u,·as approved, and, as sources
close to the government have pointed out, there appear
to be other factors, \Vhich are more political in nature,
that have come into play.
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It has been pointed out that if municipal elections
were held in Kiryat Arba, a council with a religious
majority wonld be formed. Such a council would undoubtedly pass local ordinances to safeguard Shabbos
as well as other religions features of the community.
But a Hebron with such rules wonld be unattractive to
most irreligious people. They would avoid settling in
Hebron, and the town would develop with a religious
majority, similar to Bnai Brak. And this is what spurs
the Mapai leaders to their opposition. Hence they
will not allow the Interior Ministry to authorize elections. In the absence of a local council, control of
Kiryat Arba remains totally in the hands of the military
government. The most the government is prepared to
do is to permit the settlers to elect civilian advisers
to the military governoL
In summary, Kiryat Arba's status permits nse of the
military to enforce the policies of the Housing Ministry
- a procedure that would be absurd elsewhere in Israel.
... Kiryat Arha's location is a pretext for denying it
the self-government needed to preserve its religious
character.... Moreover, the military government does
not hesitate to interfere in purely religious matters. Now
that a Jewish community exists once more in Hebron,
its leaders naturally assumed that they would be permitted to make use of the property of the former
Hebron Jewish community. The military government,
however, has refused them the right to use the Jewish
cemetery in Hebron. Rather, bodies must be shipped
out of Judea despite the halachic objections to this.

A Mini111um Position
In view of these circumstances, I would suggest the
following as a minimum position for Orthodox Jewry
regarding Hebron's status:
1.-Hcbron's special character as a Holy City must
be safeguarded. Housing and other government policies
should be aimed at preserving the religious atmosphere
and tradition, now centered at Kiryat Arba. One possibility-Jews of Soviet Georgia, religious Jews who
are accustomed to a mountainous environment, might
prove a source of potential settlers.
2.-Kiryat Arba should not be governed by military
dictate or by decrees of civil servants in Jerusalem or
Tel Aviv. Rather, a local council, having the normal
powers of Israeli municipal govern1nents, should be
elected.
3.-Israeli law, both halachie and civil, should he
extended to the area to replace the present dominance
of military decrees and military courts. As part of
this, all properties fonnerly owned by the Hebron
Jewish community should logically pass to its successor,
the Jewish community of Kiryat Arba.
'fhcsc three demands are not an unrealistic maximun1. They are the only chance to make Kiryat Arba,
which lies at the geographic center of Judea, not
merely a city inhabited by Jews, but a truly Jewish
city.
0
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the Thinking of Our

to expect our yeshivos to
be increasingly productive in more and more areas and
-perhaps as a corollary-to find more reason for
expressing dissatisfaction with their results. In addition
to instructing our youth in Torah and mitzvos, we look
to our yeshivos to instill in them a sense of responsibility
for fellow Jews, a loyalty to Torah leadership, coupled
with a fidelity to this leadership's outlook on problems
and solutions. Even if one would suggest that these
attitudes are the end products of a good Jewish upbringing and therefore the province of the home, one
cannot deny that their absence somehow reflects poorly
on our yeshivos and their charges.
The loyalty of our youth was put to the test recently,
when passions waxed hot regarding the plight of the
Jew in Russia. Hotheads called for street action. Even
cooler-headed members of the Jewish Establishment
sponsored mass demonstrations. Torah leaders were
almost alone in pleading for reasoned containment, to
avoid antagonizing vindictive Soviet authorities. All of
these approaches were espoused under the banner of
being "My Brothers' Keeper," and yeshiva students
often found themselves tugged in conflicting directions.
-How did they fare during this stressful time? How
strong were their convictions?
At that time, the Zeirei Agudath Israel of America,
whose membership is in the J 6-25 age range, took a
survey of the opinions of over 600 students in yeshiva
and Bais Y aakov schools. The responses were programmed by Aryeh Herzig, a faculty member of Brooklyn College's Department of Computer Programming,
and fed into computers, which responded with 550
pages of illuminating information.

IT HAS BECOME FASHIONABLE

What Is Not Highlighted
DEFORE SURVEYING THE RESULTS of the survey, one
should take its limitations into account. While this
survey does offer a number of comparisons within the
yeshiva movement - among youth of varying age
groups, different geographic locations, and varying
extent of general education-it does not provide a
norm based on the attitudes of non-yeshiva youth. Jt
certainly is possible that not every Jewish collegiate is
committed to a policy of violence--or even confrontation-style activism-as a primary means of helping
others. There is thus no way of gauging to what degree
our yeshiva youth thinks differently from its non-ye-
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shiva counterpart. This may not be a serious shortcoming, however, since one does not expect non-yeshiva youth to develop an attitude that is contrary to a
general trend when it is not exposed to Torah-oriented
thought and the leadership that predicates it. In other
words, most non-yeshiva youth presumably did not
question street action.
Another possible shortcoming: the survey in no way
offers an indication of the opinions of yeshiva youth
during other periods, when they were not under such
stress. What then constitutes normal yeshiva loyalty? . . .
This, too, is not a grave drawback in assessing yeshiva
thinking. Realistically, we recognize that not all yeshiva
students think and respond monolithically to outside
challenges. Nonetheless, we may assume a yeshiva
norm of 100% commitment on the part of our youth
to the view of the Torah leaders as an ideal. Any
deviation from the ideal is indeed a deviation from
the norm.
Some Observations
• It is a truism that high-school youth is more
likely to respond to dramatic acts than to a more
subdued type of behavior. It is also to be expected
that older students who attend college arc more Jikely
to be affected by the spirit of activism dominant on the
campus than are Beis Medrash seminary students who
are not exposed to this atmosphere. This is expressed
in the response recorded in Table A-1 , where (rightfully, one might say) high schoolers put greater faith
in T efillah Assemblies than in any other tactics, and to
a greater degree than docs any other group, while
pinning less hope on discreet diplomacy.

TABLE A-1
Which of the following do you see as the best
methods to help Soviet Jewry?
(Choose one or two)
1.

Method
!ilGI-! SCHOOL DE.TH MEDRASH COT.LEGE

Tefillah A ssemblies
Discreet Diplomacy
TAP (packages)
Public Demonstra tions
lawlessness and
Violence

24 %
53 %
25 %

58%
52%
40 %
16%

46 %
46%
39%
23%

2%

0%

6%

61 %
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TABLE A-2
DIP LOTEF!LLAH MACY

TABLE B

DEMONTAP STRATIONS VIOLENCE

------··--------· - - ---------·-···--·--58%

41%

44%

21%

2%

16 and below
17
18
19

73%
67%
62(k
34o/o
57qf;

21
22
23 and over

48%
48%
47%

46S'o
55%
42%
35%
43%
43%
30%
49%

27o/c
27%
18%
20%
17%
18°/o
25%
3 <'fo

1 lfo

20

28%
28%
48%
51%
46%
50o/()
581?{;
63%

TOTALS

2.

•

Age

1%
2%
5%
51?fo

TOTALS

I.

3%
0%
3(/o

Jf a particular age group is to be pin-pointed as

the most vulnerable, it would logically be the 19 year
old, because at this juncture the high school graduate
becomes an adult in many respects in American society, operating in circumstances of his own structuring.
One predictable reaction is his forming of opinions
independent of (or contrary to) adult-est:thlishmcnt
views. A leavening predictably follows in years hence.
• With some consistency, the 19 year olds also
have the highest percentage participating in public
demonstrations (see Table B). Yet, strangely enough
they are also high among those who profess to fully
understand the position of the c;edolei YisrO(~l on the
Russian Jewry problem (see Table C); perhaps indicating that they have greater confidence in their own grasp
of things than do most of the others.

How Do They See Themselves?
• How do these young adults visualize their role as
activists in a world that abounds with philosophies that
are alien to Torah? Should their primary efforts be
devoted towards securing their own religious stability
and combatting threats to their own Yiddishkeit, or
should they be concerned with reaching out to the
spiritually Jess fortunate? Their response to this query
-in as much as those who responded see ZAI as an
expression of their activist role-showed them to understand their area of activity to be 1nore outwarddircctcd than inward-directed (see Table D).
But-again-this must be qualified. The yeshiva
student most likely would look to his Rosh Yeshiva for
his own spiritual succor, while relegating the reachingout to the ZAI, which might be more geared for this
type of task.
Surprise?-or Otherwise?
Diversity of opinion is a certainty in any society, so
the variety of responses to the ZAI Survey should be
no surprise. Some intelligent survey followers would
go one step further, and say that survey findings are
hardly worthy of note, pointing out that taking a survey
often goes beyond posing a question and recording a
14

Did you ever attend general public demonstrations?

2.

Education
High School
College
Beth Medrash
Yeshivos (NY)
Yeshivos (out-of-town)
Beth Jacob
Age
16 and below
17
18
19

20
21
22

23 and over

YES

NO

28%

72%

31%
30%
24%
32%
22%
27%

69%
67o/o
75%
68%
78 1/o
72%

27%
30%
32%
36%
23%
23%
23%
20%

72%
69%
67%
63%
76%
7 59&
78%
81%

TABLE C

Do you feel you fully understand the position of
the Gedo lei Torah on the problem of Soviet Jewry?
YES

NO

HAVE DOUBTS

--·-~·-----------------------.--··~---·--------·-

--

-~·-·-·---

48%

16%

31%

High School
College
Beth Medrash
Yeshivos (NY)
Yeshivos (out-of ~town)
Beth Jacob

41%
52%
53%
49o/rJ
54%
33%

19%
18%
17%
14%
10%
25%

40%
29%
29%
27ry;J
27%
48%

2. Age
16 and below
17
18
19
20
21
22
23 and over

45%
37%
54%
50%
47%
65%
48%
54%

15%
26%
16%
19%
17%
11%
18%J
13%

40%
38%
28%
25%
35%
23%
33%
32%

TOTALS
].

Education

response-by actually creating a response where one
did not previously exist. In addition, it gels in print a
commodity that is mercurial by nature-adolescent
opinions.
This is a deprecatory attitude towards something of
crucial importance. Binding decisions regarding personal plans and life-Jong allegiances are formulated
during adolescence. Not all nineteen year old dissenters
stay within the yeshiva fold to turn around and become
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TABLE D

To which issues do you feel Zeirei Agudath Israel
should give top priority? (From the five choices
offered, the following priority list was selected:)
I. Intense efforts amongst American Jewish
youth to head off assimilation.
2. Fight religious problems in Israel such as
unauthorized autopsies and Who ls A Jew.
3. Educate the Torah world on all contemporary
matters concerning Daas Torah.
4. Defend Torah against secular interpretation
by American Jewish Establishment.
5. Constantly organize gatherings on Torah and
Hashkofo.

part of the 57 % of the 20 year olds who did not drop
out of yeshiva, while the more adventurous ones perhaps do indeed fall away.
The survey and its results then are worthy of close
study. If barely half of the yeshiva students on the
posl-high sd1ool kvel feel they understand the views of
Gedolei Yisroel on a specific topic that has implications
in terms of aggressive activity, and ramifications in
terms of lives and allegiances-then those responsible
for communicating daas Torah to our youth are somehow in default.
Parents, the yeshivos (as surrogate parents ), and
for that matter anyone who is concerned over the
spiritual welfare of the emerging generation, should
take note of the vulnerability of our young adults and
explore ways of strengthening their faith in our Torah
leaders.
0

BOOK OF INTEREST FROM FELDHEIM
TAHARAS HAMISHPACHA
<FAMILY PURITY>
A Hedge of Roses
Jewish Insights into Marriage and Married Life by Rabbi Norman Lamm. A
brief presentation of the psychology and
philosophy of the laws of Jewish Family
Purity, written in a manner meaningful
to the modern Jew and Jewess. Newly
Enlarged Edition.
96 Pi!ges $1.75

The Jewish Marriage
by Rabbi Dr. Joseph Breure. A moving
appeal and practical guide for cleanliness
of mind and holiness of conduct both
before and during married life.
68 Pages $1.75

Daughter of Israel
The Laws of Family Purity. An authoritative work by an outstanding Torah
scholar, Rabbi Dr. Kalman Kahana.
Prepared unde r the auspices of the
sainted Chazon Ish o f blessed memo1y .
E nglish translation by Rabbi Leonard
Oschry, with Hebrew text on facin!!
pages.
136 pages $2.95

FOR THE JEWISH HOME
Ethics from Sinai
by //Ting M. Bunim. An eclectic, wideranging commentary on Pirkei Avot/i.
Drawing on the great store of classical
commentaries, it ranges far and wide
through the wisdom of Talmud and Midra~h,
interweaving explanation~ with
lively anecdotes and pointed illustrations
from everyday life. Three Volumes.
1,034 Pages $22.50

Chapters of the Fathers
Originally part of his great work on the
Siddur, Rabbi Hirsch·s translation and
commentary on Pitkei A voth is an invaluable handbook of inspiring study.
Here Hirsch illuminates the ethical
truths of the "Chapters" in the light of
his unique outlook.
120 Pages $2.95

The Book of Our Heritage
This work by Eliyahu Kirov, one of Israel's most acclaimed religious authors,
is the English translation of Se/er /latoda'ah, which covers the many phases
of the Jewish calendar-year, its holidays, fast days, days of rejoicing and
sorrow; the meanings of their Jaws as
well as relevant Midrashic comments
and insights. English translation hy
R(lbbi N. Bulman and Ruth Royd<'.
Three Volumes
1,156 Pages $15.00

Care of Children
on the Sabbath
by Rabbi S. W agschal. A practical guide
fo1· the care of children in compliance
with the pertinent Jaws of Sabbath. The
author, a rabbi in Gateshead, England,
briefly and clearly arranges and explains
the laws with great lucidity, and includes
an appendix concerning the laws of Y om
Tov.
Paper
52 Pages $1.50

The Royal Table

These and Those
A frank dialogue dealing with the sub·
ject of Torah education and secular
studies. An objective evaluation by Rav
Simon Schwab. Paper 48 Pages $1.40

A Guide to the Understanding iind Observance of the Jewish Family Laws by
Rabbi Zev Schostak. A fresh, up-todate approach, discussing problems
which were never treated before. The
author has the haskamah of Rav Moshe
Feinstein.
Paper 88 Pages $1.95

An Outline of the Jewish Dietary Laws
by Rah/Ji Jacob Cohen. An authoritative
study on Kashruth by a disciple of Rav
Kook. Part One: Theory, discusses the
bases of the dietary laws and delves into
their Hygienic, Ritual, National, Moral,
Aesthetic and Mystic Reasons. Part Two:
Practical regulations, a guide to the ob~ervance of !he various laws including
those which pertain to agriculture, such
as; Kilayim, Or/ah, Temmah, and Ma'aser, so pert.inent today in Israel.
144 P ages $3.50

The Jewish Bride's Book

Shir Hashirim

by Rabbi J . Unsdorfer. A guide to the
b asic principles of our faith of special
interest to the Jewish Bride.
48 Pages $1.50

Thou .A:rt Consec:rated Unto Me

The "Song of Songs" as echoed in its
Midrash . An insight into the traditional
conception of Jewish nationhood , by
Rabbi Y itzchak I. Broch.
J 36 Pages $3.95

All the Sabbath Zemirot in an attr active
booklet.
$0.60

by Rabbi David Stavsky. This booklet
presents a beautiful and moving essay
o n the laws and preparations for the
Jewish bride. The second part contains
an essay, laws and B'radtol on the
kindling of the Sabbath and Festival
lights .
$0.75

bv R abbi M . Miller, Gateshead. Profound and !bought-provoking essays on
all the portions of the week. The a uthor
Q(JOtes extensively from his teacher
Rahhi Dessler, author of "Michtav Me'Eliyahu."
358 Pages $5.50

Taharath Hamishpac:ha
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Sabbath Shiurim

The "Torah·im·Derekh-Eretz"
of Samson Raphael Hirsc:h
hy Dr. Mordechai Breuer. This study
succeeds in giving a full analysis of
Hirsch's educational philosophy, based
on his own writings.
Soft-cover
60 Pages $ l.7 5

Zemiroth Yisroel

PHILIPP FELDHEIM, Inc:.
The House of the Jewish Book
96 East Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10002
Jerusalem Branch:

FELDHEIM PUBLISHERS Ltd.
39 Tachkemoni Street, Jerusalem. Israel

Our Catalogue of Judoieo is available
upon request.
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Moshe Weitman

SEFIRAH: Days of Counting
Rabbi Chiya said: "Seven complete weeks
shall they be."-When Israel does the will
of the Almighty, then are they complete.
Rabbi Shimon ben Lakish said: Let not the
mitzvah of Omer be light in your eyes, for
through this mitzvah, G-d brings peace between man and wife-that is, in merit of the
barley offering.
Midrash Rabbah, Emor

THE

Exonus FROM EGYPT was undoubtedly the
most dramatic and explicit exhibition of Divine intervention in the events of mankind. The Children of
Israel were suddenly and dramatically lifted to the
level where they pointed their fingers at the majesty
of the Almighty and sang: "This is my G-d!" And
yet then as today, on the very next night, they began
to count Sefiras Ha'omar-49 days, seven full weeksbefore they were fit to receive the Torah. Notwithstanding the spiritual heights ascended on Pesach Night,
they were not considered worthy of receiving the
Torah until they endured an eternity-a full yovel.
(Y ovel, which occurs after a count of 49, is termed
by the Torah as l'o[am-an eternity.)
The Pesach inspiration did not come from within
the Jews, but rather as an isarusa dil'eila-a Heavenly
awakening to which they were merely passive recipients.
Indeed, the redemption from Egypt took place years
before its appointed time, with an abrupt suddenness-bechipazon. Israel, almost indistinguishable from the
Egyptians, could not remain in Egypt for even one
additional moment, lest they descend to the point of
no return. They had been, in the prophet's words
Eirom v' eryoh-spiritually naked, clothed neither with
Torah nor with Mitzvos. The greatness of the Exodus
experience was unearned, bestowed externally, and
as such was subject to fade. The great light they
perceived could have become a momentary flash. With
the counting of the Omer, the Children of Israel began
again from the very beginning, counting day by day,
week by week; and through a process of teshuva, they
regained the 49 rungs from which they had fallen
during their enslavement to Pharaoh; each count and
is dean of the Torah Acade111y for Girls in
Far Rockaway, New York. His Sefirah thour:hts are based_
prinu1rily on the "Bnei Yisochor" of the Rebbe Reh Tzvt
Elimelech of Dinov :i:i:l'i i''i'S 1:;T.

RABBI Wl>:ITMAN
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each blessing signifying a new step toward Kabolas
haTorah.
The Torah tells us of these days: "T emimos tiheyeno
--complete shall they be." According to the Midrasb,
only days that are used in their entirety for accomplishing the will of the Almighty are complete.
Sefiras Ha' omer is thus not merely a period of
counting days iu cager anticipation of the Festival
of Kabolas haTorah. It is also a time of active preparation-days of spiritual cleansing and purification, before a sacred event.

THE

SEFIRAH

COUNT

is framed by two grain kor-

banos. First, is the Omer (a biblical measure of barley)

brought on the second day of Pesach. This korban
(words such as "sacrifice" or Hoffcring" are poor substitutes for the unique Torah concept of korban)
permitted general use of the new grain crop. At the
conclusion of the Omer count, on Shavous, the sh'tei
halechem (two wheat breads) were brought. While
barley is ma' achal beheimah, food of the beast, wheat
is ma' achal odom, food of man. The counting, then,
is meant to signify our gradual rise from the lowly
beginnings of the Jew at Exodus time to his full
stature as an odom-Man realizing his potential.
Rabbi Shimon ben Lakish, in the Midrash, points
out a deeper significance of the barley korban. The
only other barley korban is the minchas keno' os brought
for the sotah-a wife suspected of adultery-as an
indication of the low level of her conduct. Should she
be found innocent of the accused sin she nonetheless
required representation by this korban of barley, for
she had behaved indecently if her conduct had placed
her fidelity under question. Similarly, the Children of
Israel had strayed after strange gods during their
Egyptian bondage. Just as the korban of the sotah
who is ultimately proven innocent results in peace
between husband and wife, reuniting them in love, so
too does the barley korban of the Omer reestablish
peace between G-d and Israel, in a relationship often
alluded to as that of Groom and Bride.
The Sefirah count begins with the korban of barley
and all that it denotes--reminding Israel, the wife
who has gone astray, that she had acted in an unseemly
fashion-akin to the beast. Each day filled with teshuva and good deeds is counted towards Shavuos-the
day of the bringing of the wheat offering and the day
when the relationship between G-d and His people was
consummated with the giving of the Torah.
The Jewish Observer/ April, 1972

A

TIME INTERVAL of 92 days is imposed upon a
woman when one marital alliance is terminated and
she seeks to enter into a new marriage-that is, 91
days plus the day of bcthrothal. The 49 day period
between the idolatry of Egypt and kabolas haTorah
would seem to correspond to this interval, but it falls
short of this count. Actually the Omer consists of a
double count of days and weeks ( 47 for example,
which would correspond to six weeks and five days).
This double count takes place on but 43 of the 49
days, since the first six days of the Omer have no
weeks to count. These 43 days, however, consisting as
they do of a "day" count and a "week" count, may be
doubled to be considered a counting of 86, and with
the addition of the six days of single count, the total
is 92 . . . . So great is Hashem's love for his bride,
Israel, that he shortened the span and allowed us to
consider the counting of both the days and the weeks
to hasten the 92nd day when Israel enters the spiritual
nuptials with Him.

W

HERE DOES ONE find guidance for preparing
to receive the Torah? The Torah itself precedes the
Mitzvos with a detailed recounting of the lives of
the Patriarchs. Their live:s form a pattern of action
which had to precede, and in fact led, to kabolas
haTorah. M eseches A vos, the tractate devoted to
ethical improvement, is studied during the Sefirah
period as a means of molding the Jewish personality
in the image of our Patriarch so we, too, may be
worthy of the Torah. This is one reason for its very
name- "Avos- Fathers."
Significantly, Meseches A vos begins with "Moshe
Kibel Torah Misinai- Moshe received the Torah from
Sinai." This states the purpose of these teachings: to
be fit to receive the Torah.

were meant to foretell
the deeds of the Children. Involvement in acts of
refinement as a prerequisite to the loftiness of receiving the Torah was expressed in the much-heralded
response of the Children of Israel to the offer of the
Law: "Ndaseh Venishma-We shall do and we shall
harken," expressing the precedence of elevating activity to the receiving of the Law. We too engage in
days of active self-improvement to earn receiving the
Law-our own echo of the cry: "Na'aseh Venishma."

T H E ACTS OF THE FATHERS

R

ABBI YOCHANAN BEN ZAKAI told five of his disciples to determine the best path for a man to follow.
Rabbi Elazar ben Aroch, the last of the five, advised
that "Lev tov"-a good heart-was most desirable.
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Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakai preferred his conclusion
above all others and said that, in truth, it included all
others. More than a path in life, Rabbi Yochanan ben
Zakai may have been seeking that path which leads
to a full and complete commitment to Torah, and this
path of lev tov is in turn indicated in the Torah.
The first mention in the Torah of the word tovgood-dcals with light: "Vayar Elokim es ha'or ki tov
-and the Almighty saw the light that it was good."
This was no ordinary light, but as the Talmud tells us,
a spiritual illumination, which enabled man to sec
from one end of the world to the other. Rashi cites
the Talmudic comment: it was so good that the
A !mighty hid it for the righteous to enjoy in the
world-to-come. And where was it hidden until then?
-in the Torah. The Torah thus is often alluded to
as "light"--oraysa; and similarly, men wise in Torah
knowledge <ire endowed with gifts of vision and perception that enable them to see further and with
more clarity than ordinary mortals. When Rabbi Elazar
ben Aroch sought ultimate good, he consulted the
Torah. The first mention of "tov"-good---in the
Torah was preceeded by 32 words. 32 corresponds to
the numerical equivalent of Lev-heart. 32 representing
lev plus the gematria (numerical equivalent)of tov17- total 49, the number of days we count in preparation for receiving the Torah. These 49 days, then,
are designated for developing a lev tov, as a fitting
receptacle for the Torah we receive on the 50th day.

T

HE BREAKUP OF THE COUNT of 49 into two
periods-the 32 days of lev and the 17 of tov- is also
significant. The 33rd day of the count is Lag Ba'omer,
the anniversary of the passing of the Tanna Rabbi
Shimon Bar Yochai, who wrote the Sefer HaZoharThe Book of Splendor. The word"whar" means a
splendid brilliant light, and the Book indeed offers a
glimpse of that bright light which the Almighty had
secreted in the Torah. On this 33rd day, candles are
lit in the memory of Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai, a
huge bon fire is kindled near his tomb, and the joy
and sanctity of the celebration is overpowering. Lag
B'omer is also the first of the 17 days preceding Shavuos, and those 17 correspond to the numerical value
of tov-the good which the Torah identifies with light.
Lag B'omer, then, ushers in days of light and joy, in
contrast to the preceeding days of sorrow, and fittingly
marks the yahrtzeit of the author of the Zahar, who
revealed so powerful a light with his sefer.

Sefiras Haomar is not simply a ceremonial counting
of days on the evenings between Pesach and Shavuos.
It is also meant to remind us to make these days
count, as we prepare ourselves with thought and
deed for kabolas haTorah-the climax and goal of
these days and weeks of counting.
O
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25 TH ANNIVERSARY SALE
CHOOSE LOCATION NEAREST YOU

319 UTICA AVENUE
467°5300
772-2690 .
353 UTICA AVENUE
515 EMPIRE BLVD.
774-0400
4621 13th AVENUE
854-7800
5417 NEW UTRECHT AVE.
851-8800
4410 FORT HAMILTON PK.WY. 633-5230

----

4722 16th AVENUE
871-5335
752 FLA TRUSH 'AVE.
462-8100
1412 AVENUE J
338-8100
1920 AVENUE M
998-0800
1923 KINGS HIGHWAY
YOU CALL ••• WE DELIVER

........

1311 AVENUE Z
510 BRIGHTON BEACH AVE.
1101 BRIGHTON BEACH AVE.
54 LEE AVENUE

14 LEE AVENUE
128 LEE AVENUE

891-2800
769-6800
769-6242
387-1445
387-8900·
. 855-9600

......

FfRST IN KASHRUTH, HIGHEST IN QUALITY, LOWEST IN ,.RICE!

SUNDAY'S
fAM\lY D\NNER
Serves
6 to 8 People
2

MONDAY

FREE

I BUCKET \~"i'I.~·

WHOLE BARBECUED

CHICKENS
KNISHES
KISHKE·~~!~

TUESDAY

3 LARGE

BARBECUED
CHICKEN

AND APPROX. 'h.-Lb.

WITH PURCHASE OF $3.00 OR MORE

IN "MEAL MART PRODUCTS" ONLY
(Meot, Raw or B-8-Qued Chicken,
Canned, and Jarred Products, and
Provisions Not Included. I

FOR ONLY

$499

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

BARBECUED
CHICKEN

soc

Buy 1 Dish
Frozen Food

At Regular
Price

Receive
And
Another
For Only
Dish of
Same Value

SOUTHERN FRIED
CHICKEN
With Purchase

In ''Me:~ i~~. or More
lM
Products Only
eat, Raw or 8-B Q
Canned and J
- ued Chicken
'
arred Proch,r
'
Provisions Not 1 I
Cf$, and
nc uded.J

FRIDAY

FREE
1 Whole SALAMI
••

1 Pkg.
FRANKFURTERS
Receive
Another Lb.

off regular pric;e/per pound

With Purchase Of
$5.00 Or More In
"Meal Mart" Products Only
(Meat, Raw Chicken,
Conned and Jarred Products
or Provisions Not Included.)'

_.II.,,. ~"~"""II 11~·; ~"' ~;;~

·•c·: ""~"II""
•"·''~"'' ·-·
11"·-'-

Only What fr. Advertised In Our Window

~-'-"-"-'':_,,_••_,.____
· ;_;,._;_~;_""-·-'~'·r,-o-.-.-Y-N"o_o_•_u"v=,.-y-...,o"N-...,s"••"c""1A"1"'s.-,_,

"'------------...J
We reserve the right to limit one to a customer.

Special Values Going On At All Other Meal Mart Stores Throughout the Metropolitan Area
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The Day the Clock Stopped
a story by Mendel Weinbach
Shmiel Werner looked up from his siddur at the
clock on the wall. Those hands just didn't seem to be
moving today. He had been davening for years in
this Chicago shut and he never remembered Shacharis
taking so long.
lt was still a few minutes until the shliach tzibbur
would reach Yishtabach as he faithfully did each
morning at exactly 7 :09, and Shmiel had practically
reached the end of Pesukei Dezimroh. Well, there
was no point in getting ahead and just waiting,
especially since you couldn't gab with your neighbor
at this point in the prayers. (Oh yes, that reminded
Shrniel of a great story he had to tell Gershon
when they walked home together.) So he decided
to say Oz Yoshir a little slower than usual to pass the
time .... Strange how striking the words sounded
today-almost the same magic he had felt years
ago when he won first prize in Yeshiva for memorizing
them....
... Joe Meyers checked his watch and held it to
his ear to make sure it was going. After all, he was
leading services in the early minyan in Denver's
oldest synagogue, and he had the responsibility of
adhering to a set schedule. When his mother had
died and he began davening at the amud each day,
the shammus pointed out to him that the men in
this minyan were all in the same boat with him.
All had businesses in the suburbs and had to catch
the 7 :05, which didn't allow too much time for
breakfast. It was therefore absolutely imperative
that he reach the end of Krias Shema by exactly
6: 11. But here it was. yet five minutes to go and
he had already begun to say Shema Yisroel.
Shema never took as long as it did that morning.
For Joe, who had a chance to hear himself say
the words for the first time in so many years, the
chapters suddenly appeared as a stirring pledge
of allegiance to Heaven rather than an exercise in
speed-reading. . . .
. . . Lipa Greenbaum was about to remove his
Rashi tefillin in order to put on his Rabbeinu Tam
ones when someone asked him what time it was.
Lipa did not like to answer people while the shliach
tzibbur was repeating the Shmone Esrei, so he
just held his watch up for the fellow to see. Not
that Lipa paid that much attention to the repetition
WEINBACH a residenl of Jerusalem. is a frequent
contributor to leadinK A ngfo-lewish publicationr.

MENDEL
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of the Shmone Esrei himself. He was usually busy
tying and untying tefillin straps at this point of the
davening and he sort of viewed the repetition as
some sort of music to change tefillin by. But today
things were different. The late Boro Park minyan
which he always attended together with other
men in the diamond line was never the slowest group
of mispallelim, but this morning they seemed to
have broken their own speed record by a good five
minutes. Here it was, only thirteen minutes after
eight and they were already up to Kedusha. Lipa
rewrapped the Rashi tefillin straps around his finger
and decided to leave the Rabbeinu Tam te.fillin and
associated prayers for after the davening. Now he
could really be aware of what the shliach tzibbur
was saying and his "Omains" were thoughtful
affirmations of praises and pleas rather than the
vapid grunts of a robot. What's more, listening to a
rerun of the words he had only finished saying
minutes ago made him realize how badly he had
muffed his opportunity to make contact with his
Creator.
Then it happened . . . in Chicago ... in Denver
. . . and in Brooklyn's Born Park . . . the clock
suddenly jumped ahead five minutes. No one could
comprehend what had occurred, but it was obvious
that the clock had stopped for 300 seconds in the
middle of Shacharis. There was no time for probing
the mystery. All over America shul-goers were
five minutes behind in their schedule!
... Shmiel Werner bolted from shul as if blown
by one of the city's famous winds. He decided to
forego his leisurely daily walk home with his
neighbor Gershon, even though he did have some
juicy bit of news to tell about that new couple
that had moved into the corner house last month.
When he breathlessly burst into the house and
excitedly ranted about the lost five minutes, his
wife Beila calmly assured him that he never started
breakfast earlier on any other morning of the year.
... Joe Meyers had terrible visions of the 7 :05
pulling out of the station without him as he sat
down to his belated breakfast. In rhythm with the
radio's time signals he managed to get in his orange
juice, cereal, eggs and coffee before the broadcaster's
syrupy announcement that it was 6: 50. That was
Joe's daily signal that there was only time enough
left to say Birchas Hamazan and run off to the
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station. Those extra five minutes had cost Joe his
regular second cup of hot coffee.
. . . Lipa Greenbaum thought that all of 4 7th
Street would collapse that day because of the five
minutes he had lost in the shtiebel that morning. That
important appointment he had made at 9: 15 in "the
Club" with the big exporter from Antwerp-how
would he ever make it on time? After all, a maneven a Chassidishe Yid like Lipa--couldn't forego
breakfast and a scanning of the stock pages in the
Times before starting his business day. Oh well, he
decided in desperation, today he would have to pass up
the Times and allow the market to rise and fall
without his vicarious participation-all because of
those lost five minntes!

*

*

10 YEARS
(FOUNDED IN 1961)

SWISS BETH JACOB SEMINARY
Offers your daughter a thorough Jewish
education and character-development
in a friendly, stimulating atmosphere.
Director: RAV J. EHRENTREU
BRUCIISTR. 4 7
6000 LUZERN I SWITZERLAND
"-~7'.'fiff"JY{'!:A?::·'

,,,..,.,~;; ·rt\Yt\~''.!v':~~~~

*
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The next morning some of the more efficient fellows
insisted on starting five minutes earlier, just to be
sure. It proved unnecessary. The clock was back to
normal. But life wasn't. Gershon missed Shmiel's
gossipy company for the second day running. Joe's
wife had to gulp down the second cup of coffee which
her husband had started leaving behind. And
Lipa ... be discovered that you can make more
money on the market with five more minutes of
tefillin-clad prayer than by fretting over Dow Jones
averages.
No one ever figured out why the clock stopped
that day. But there were some fellows here and there
who could have sworn that it happened every day
of the year.
D

Have you ever thought of becoming

HOUSEPARENTS?
OHEL CHILDREN'S HOME is seeking a mature
Orthodox couple to care for a small group of Jewish
teenage boys. - Salary plus free rent and board.
Opportunity to perform an urgently needed service
for the community and work closely with professional staff. - Apply MR. KAUFMAN, Director of
Professional Services, 851-6300.

SCHECHTER & HIRSCH'S

K:~:R/la7/i86£411H@L
ENTIRE OCEANfltONT BLOCK- 31th to 31th St. MIAMI BEACH
... is a GREAT Kosher Hotel - you'll love it!

• DiA-L
MIAMI

BEACH

FREE!
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For Reservolions

'speak to

SAM SCHECHTER

800 _ 327 _ 8165
Or Cmll N.Y. Off: Pl 7-4238
Evenings & Sunday FA 7-1742

FREE PARKING
PRIVATE POOL
AND
SANDY BEACH

The Swiss Beth Jacob Seminary, in its tenth
successful year, is under the supervision of
RAV J. EHRENTREU and a qualified staff. As
a supplement to the thorough education in
Limudai Kodesh, foreign languages, typing
and sewing courses are offered. After a tested
curriculum in the two year course, the graduates are qualified for educational activities
in schools and youth movements.
This international Seminary, with dormitory
facilities, is situated in one of the most beautiful areas of Switzerland and offers many
opportunities for sports and outings. Students
of different countries finish this course in a
peaceful and harmonious Jewish atmosphere.
Special attention is given to individual
development in character and studies.

For further information and brochure,
please contact RAV J. EHRENTREU
Bruchstr. 4 7, 6000 Luzem /Switzerland
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second looks

Assured

(continued)

The A-fatzoh Ganu
The big "E" (major Jewish Establishment organizations) has a
knack for public relations and
image creating that could push the
big account advertising firms off
Madison Avenue into Astoria,
Queens. Aside from being dramatic
and colorful, their gimmicks work;
and concern for Soviet Jews, poor
Jews, and l sracli Jews has remained
a matter of conscience to Jews all
over America.
But sometimes-as any media
man knows-an advertising gimmick works so well that the medium
overpowers the message. A classic
case in point is a famed Lucky
Strike TV commercial of the mid
50's that had animated cigarettes
marching in spellbinding formations, hypnotizing viewers into oblivion of the brand name. . . . A
new entry into the annals of overpowering gimmicks might be the
Bnai Brith's recent Matzoh Campaign.
The strategy of this campaign,
which was conceived by the Advisory Board of Bnai Brith's AntiDcfamation League, was to mail
pound-boxes of matzos to the Soviet
Mission in Washington as a means
of dramatizing the Soviet Jews lack
of freedom to emigrate. The idea
caught on, and according to some
estimates, 20,000 one-pound boxes
of matzos were mailed in advance
of the Passover holiday.
As the boxes began to arrive, the
Sovie ts predictably refused to accept them, and they were stored in
tbe basement of the main Post
Office in downtown Washingtona storage area that was known to
be infested with vermin and rodents.
The problem then became one of
disposing of ten tons of matzos, and
The Jewish Observer/ April, 1972

it seemed as though the villain of
the piece would either be the Post
Office department, for not allowing
the matzos to be withdrawn from
its premises to be distributed to
the poor (there were two obstacles
to this: obtaining a fonnal waiver
from the addressee, in this case the
Soviet Mission to the U.S.; and
risking responsibility for releasing
tainted or infested matzos for distribution to the needy recipients);
or the Bnai Brith, for starting the
whole thing. The deprived Russian
Jews and the oppressive Soviet government were all but forgotten in
the charade of shoulder shrugging,
finger-pointing, and buck-passing.

KASHRUTH
QUALITY
VARIETY

The people who plan torch light
parades, menorah marches, and
Madison Square Garden spectaculars for the sake of our unfortunate
brethren were known to have expressed regret: "Well, that's the

1;======== ISRAEL

when you ask for

Glatt Kosher

Airline Meals
wherever you travel by air on
major national and international
airlines. INSISTON SCHREIBER S
and be SURE . . . . o·elicious
STRICTLY KOSHER Breakfasts,
Lunches, Dinners, Snacks.
0
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Schreiber
Airline Caterers, Inc,,
9') 2 4 fo ster Ave., Bk lyn .. N Y. 11236
( Phone) (21?.) 2"!2·9 184
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RIVERSIDE MEMORIAL CHAPEL, INC.
76th Street & Amsterdam Avenue, N. Y. C.

Announces:

Tel. EN 2-6600

SHLOMO SHOULSON

With a feeling of Responsibility and Personal Vigilance we make all necessary
arrangements for BURIAL IN MEDINAT YISRAEL at ALL cemeteries.
Everything is done with the greatest exactitude and according to Jewish Law.

SOLOMON SHOULSON

CARL GROSSBERG

Directors
Chapels Throughout New York, Miami Beach & Miami

TRADITION PERSONNEL AGENCY
"At Your Service With All Your Employment Nee'ds"

........

Need A Shomer Shabbos Job?
Looking For A Shomer Shabbos Person?

For Fast, Efficient and Courteous Service
18 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y. 10036 • 563-3994
Open Monday night by appointment only
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way the matzoh crumbles" - or
something to that effect, having
ignored misgivings expressed by
people in position to know. Rabbi
Pinchas Teitz, of Elizabeth, New
Jersey, long associated with a responsible approach to aiding Russian Jews, had warned the Bnai
Brith in advance that the matzos
would be refused and, unused,
would constitute a tremendous bal
tashchis (wanton waste of funds);
at best, the ploy would only annoy
the Russians who, after all, still
have the final say regarding the
Jevvs in their custody; the same
funds could have been diverted and
used to directly help those whose
plight the campaign was meant to
dramatize.
By contrast, there were those
who responded with an undramatic,
non press-worthy sense of respon-

Have an original sketch made
from your favorite photograph
of a landscape or seascape for your home or office, or to
adorn your personal stationary.
Ideal for gifts for a nominal $45.

Write to:

''Ctchin'JJ "
P.0.B. 725, Huntington Village
Huntington, Long Island, N. Y. 11743
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Chevra Kadisha
D'chasidim • Har Hamnuchot
Founded 1856
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sibility to the paradox of Jews celebrating one more Festival of Freedom while in a police state.... The
Joint Distrihution Committee sent
hundreds of thousands of pounds of
matzos and wine to countries in
Eastern Europe, as well to son1e in
Western Europe and North Africa,
for distribution to Jews there . . . .
Other groups sent packages exclusively to individual addresses. A
notable example-the Agudath Israel of America, in conjunction with
the Agudath Israel of Switzerland
and the Agudath Israel World Organization based in l~ondon, sent
thousands of packages of matzos
to Russian Jews. In the Soviet
Union, matzos may be sent to individuals only, and the name of
each addressee was checked by
Agudah volunteers against lists of
emigres to Israel, to confirm residence of the intended recipient. thus
guaranteeing delivery for a1J11ost all
the matzos shipped . . . . In Israel,
over a thousand packages of Passover necessities) including sh1nuroh
tnatzos, were packed by volunteers
in Shikun Vizhnitz (Bnai Brak) for
distribution to Russian o/im by the
Russian Immigrant Rescue Fund.
Slow . . . tedious . . . undramatic
work.

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
FOR N.Y. OFFICE OF
RENOWNED YESHIVA IN

ISRAEL
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

The act that gets the most attention or n1akes the best story is
not necessarily the one that bears
D
the most fruitful results.

Send resume to: Box 77
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N.Y.C. 10038
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Judaic Studies: Another Look
The programs of Jewish Studies
that now flourish in over 185 American Universities seem to many to
be among the most promising way:s
of re-uniting our straying youth with
our heritage. Indeed, Dr. Jacob
Ncusncr, Professor of Judaic Studies of Brown University (Proviclcnce, R. I.), already sees a very
bright future for American Jewry as
a result of existing programs.
ln the Journal of the Central Conterenee of American Rabbis (Reform) he describes how "courses
are being offered on an ever-growing scale in Hebrew language, Hebrew scriptures, Talmud, Yiddish,
post-biblical Jewish history, literature, theology and the life of the
Jewish people in modern and contemporary civilization."
Soon, he says. "every field of
Judaic learning may be found in
some university." He goes on to
predict that as graduates of Judaic
Studies join adult society, "a much
higher level of intellectuality than
characterized the present generation
of American Jews is likely, and the
I.Q. of American Jewish life is likely to rise considerably.
"This will pose problems for rabbis who are used to being the only

Jews in town who read Jewish books
and think J ewish thoughts .... (The
rabbis) take for granted that their
authority rests upon their knowledge. . . . Their commitment to
learning is going to h ave to represent a more central part of their
professional lives than at present.
. . . An intellectual approach to
Judaism is not characteristic of the
pulpit rabbinate as a whole. That is
going to change."
Although Dr. Neusncr docs not
speak for Orthodox aspirations, nor
docs he address his remarks to the
Orthodox public.:, his on-th<.:-spot observations surely deserve attention.
His vision of an intellectually-Jewish
community, sha rpening the wits and
challenging the scholarship of the
rabbi , is one that should be welcome
in all quarters-especially the Orthodox. But Dr. Ncusncr's millennium deserves further examination.
"Jewi.sh identity," "roots," an
"improved self image," association
with things Jewish that goes beyond
the intellect. capturing the heart
and spilling over into day-to-day
action- these should be among the
prime goals of any successful program meant to bring students closer
to yiddishkeit. The key to Jewish

As Jews ... we must study
the Torah, looking upon it as
a Book given us by G-d that
we may learn from it to know
what we are and what we
should he in this our earthly
existence. It must be to us
Torah: that is, a source of instruction and guidance in G-d's
world, a generator of spiritual
life within us. Jn order to
understand .fudaism we must
he able to judge from within
its sphere and ask ourselves,
"What will human beings be
who recognize the contents of
tMs Book as the rule of life
given to them by G-d?" Similarly, we must strive to know
the extent and bearing uf the
Mitzvot, the commandments,
from the Written and the Oral
Law. A II of this must be done
from the standpoint of the
objective of this procedure~·
namely, the finding of the true
Law of life!

from THE NINETEEN LETTERS,
-Rabbi Samson R. Hirsch
identity and Jewish roots lies in pure
unadulterated Torah study. One
cannot synthesize Jewish identity
from its various aspects-a smat-
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A COMPREHENSIVE SIX-WEEK PROGRAM
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for boys

CAMPAGUDAH
Ferndale, N. Y.

•
for girls

CAMP BNOS
Liberty, N. Y.
For information, phone, write,
or visit city office today:
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DOES HALACHA SANCTION IT?
Before you light up your next cigarette consitler this:
•
U.S. Federal law requires the printing of a warning on every pack of cigrarettes
despite protests from the powerful tobacco lobby:
"Warning: the Surgeon General has determined that cigarette smoking
is dangerous to your health."
• An overwhelming majority of medical groups discourage smoking as a health hazard:
AMA, American Cancer Society, American Heart Association, American T.B. Association.

e The life expectancy of the average smoker is 8.3 years less than his non-smoking
counterpart:
•

Such mitzvos as Shabbos, Kashrus, and the Yorn Kippur fast are suspended
in a situation where life is threatened.

•

Except in time of Shmad (forcible conversions) violating all sins except the
three cardinal sins becomes secondary to the preservation of life.

• The halacha recognizes the judgment of physicians - non-Jewish as well as Jewish as to what constitutes a damage to health (Orach Chayim, 618).
•

Leading Torah authorities have condemned smoking as contrary to Torah practices.
The Rishon L'Zion, Chief Rabbi of Israel, RABBI

YITZCHOK NISSIM commented: "If cigarette
smoking shows certain damage to health, then it
is prohibited by (the Biblical passage) 'You shall
guard your lives' (Deut. 4, 15); even were there
to be doubt regarding the damaging properties of
smoking-those who observe the Torah and mitzvos
should be stringent and abstain because of this

doubt."
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COULD ONE NOT SAY THAT SOFEK D'OREISA LECHUMRAH APPLIES HERE?

Paid advertisement, by PHYSICIANS FOR TORAH OBSERVANCE

Leonard Zuckerman, M.D. Chairman

Samuel Tarter, M.D. Sec'y

For more information write: PHYSICIANS FOR TORAH OBSERVANCE
Box 18 / Jewish Observer / 5 Beekman Street / New York, N. Y. 10038
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tering of history, association with
things Jewish, mixing with other
Jews. The required texts, the projected goals, the cun-ent class enrollments of the standard Jewish
Studies programs and the very results that excite Dr. Neusner's imagination, all point to directions
other than traditional Torah Study.
Dr. Neusner himself predicts that
the advent of the "new Jewish intellectual will spell the death knoll
to the concept of "ask your eJders
and they will tell you," which is a
cornerstone of our belief and the
prime means of its transmission
from one generation to the next. In
his words, he foresees the emergence of a "new kind of young Jewish intellectual, one who treats Judaics in the same respectful but
critical view as American history or
English literature or any other aspect of the humanities ... demand<>
the same high standards of knowledge, the same detached and sophisticated approach to ideas. He
is less sentimental, less slovenly in
his approach to Jewish thought and
history.

"Above all, he is less likeJy to be
intimidated by the authority, the superior knowledge of others, whether
rabbis, teachers or college professors."
And at the helm of these Jewish
studies programs: "professors primarily of Jewish origin ... teaching
students of every ethnic and religious background."
The answer to Dr. Neusncr's
dreams is the spectre that haunts
the worst fears of responsible
Orthodox leadership. Questioning,
searching, inquiring-this is the
proper prelude to "drinking with
thirst the words of wise men"-as
long as the questions are aimed at
the discovery of truth, as revealed
in the Torah. One cannot expect to
encounter this truth by "detached
. . . sophisticated" probing of information-the way one freely
probes a speculative history or a
man-created literature-guided by
information presented by people
who are "primarily of Jewish origin."
Truth as derived from Torah can

LISl(ER YESHIVA
ACH PRI TEVUAH
1449 -

50th STREET

Brooklyn, N. Y. 11219
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HARAV YAAKOV LEBOVITZ, Shlita
Kapisher bv, ::lv!3'
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(212) 854-0571, or write above address.
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result from "pertinent questioning

with responses in accordance with
halacha," "association with likeminded friends" (Avos 6:7), and
when the teacher "can be likened to
an angel of G-d" (Chagiga 15b).
This finds no counterpart in Dr.
Neusner's descriptions.
"Primarily" and "origin," as descriptive profiles of the professors,
are words questionable enough. But
what is the implication of the "students of every ethnic and religious
background" enrolled in Jewish
studies?
No further comment from Dr.
Neusner.
But in a piece on the topic that
appeared in the New York Times
(Dec. 26, '71 ), Dr. Donald Pollack
of San Diego State College sheds
light:
"Dr. Pollack said that many non! ews who were dating Jews were
taking courses in Judaic studies to
understand the faith of their fellow
students better."
Providing a stronger sense of Jewish identity-for whom?
0

GO ISRAEL - THE TORAH WAY
SELECT, DON'1' SE1'1'LE !
We'll Make fhe Land of the Torah Come Alive
Through Agudah Tours, you'll walk through the
broad sweep of Jewish history. Join one of our
organized tours which arranges every detail of
your trip for you or allow our experts to arrange
tours to fit your plans. You will make your visit
to Israel a tr u I y Jewish experience.
Departure several times weekly
for 2, 3, 4 weeks or longer ...
INCLUDE EUROPE PERHAPS?

Be sure to ask about our special 2 and 3 week
Yom Tov package fours, embarking:
SHAVUOS: May 16, May 20;
June 20
July 4
July 18
August 1
August 15;
ROSH HASHONA: Sept. 5; SUCCOS: Sept. 19

For more information, call or write:

AGUDATH ISRAEL TRAVEL DEPT.
5 Beekman Street, New York, N. Y. 10038
Tel: 258·0709 or 964-1620
Ask for ALIZA
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From "The Diary of a Judaic-Studies
by Manny Weisbrod
Student"
Entry :fi:l
Registration: Confronted by an
endless list of courses. Stumbled upon a course-title: "Jewish History
32." Course description indicates a
detailed analysis of the condition of
the American Jew. Obviously an
easy "A" plus chance to add to
my minimal knowledge of Jewish
History. I enter "Jewish History 32"
in quadrnplicate on my card.

in the City University of New York.
The prof opens the first session
polling the students on their concepts of Jewishness. Although most
seem to agree that Jews are different, neither the Jews nor the nonJews can bring themselves to saying
it in so inany words.
"Are Jews unique?"
They finally nod their heads in
ti1nid agreement.

Entry #2
First night in class: Looking
around the class I notice quite a
melting-pot of students. Some appear to he totally secular Jews
questing for a Jewish Identity, the
type who automatically excite when
reading of anything "Jewish" or
"Judaic." These students seem to
hope this class will finally tell them
what Judaism is all about.
Another portion of the class is
non-Jews-WASP, Hispanic, and a
scattering of Blacks-whose interest
must have been aroused by the
meaty course description in the college catalogue. And as one student
later expressed it: "In this class I
hope to discover the reason for my
prejudice and bias against Jews."
Another group is composed of
Yeshiva students and Beth Jacob
girls who probably considered themselves highly knowledgeable in this
field and signed up, confident that
they would easily attain a high
grade.
At the head of the class, stirring
the inciting pot, is "Professor Louis
Silverstein." His credentials read
like the plaque of the secular American J cw who made it: co1nmittee
member of the American Jewish
Committee; board member of the
Ainerican Jewish Congress; consultant to YIVO; author of books on
Jewish History; professor of history

Entry :f1:13
Middle of the term: Professor
Silverstein is discussing the great
contribution of the Jew to American
society, focusing on "Our Crowd"
who made the famous "peddler to
department store Odyssey." The
professor is so fascinated by the
Jewish capacity to "make it'' that
he spends the better part of four
lectures talking about it. Of course,
the presence of Jewish greatness in
Ainerica cannot be complete without discussing Jewish contributions
to medicine, the arts, music, and
Hteraturc. The students' questions
are heated and probing during session # l 0 and :±;:II . . . languishing in ::f:t: 12 ... yawning and marginal in ;#:13. Prof Silverstein seems
too excited with the Gugenheims
and Strausses to know that the class
got lost in Macy's when it only had
two floors . . . .
Entry :f1:22
Last day of class: the full hour
and a half are devoted to an open
discussion. \Vith the students and
the professor evaluating the impression the course made on the students. Some of the secular-Jewish
kids feel that their predecessors
were no different from today's Establishment Jews-they, too, idolized green-backs, show-curtains, and
expensive fun1iture. (These were
the youths who had signed up in
search for their Jewish identity.)
The non-Jews: although few are
willing to clearly spell it out, they

studies in a Brooklyn
yeshiva, and is a graduate student in
one of the colleges of CUNY.
MANNY WEISBROD
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seem to have strengthened their ingrained impression of the stereotype Jew: affluent, educated, and in
general interested in the better
"things" of life.
The Yeshiva-Beth Jacob students
confess to a struggle to reach that
easy "A." No sense denying it: they
are not as knowledgeable as they
originally had thought, and indeed,
on many occasions they could not
even respond to simple questions
on Jewish History.
I, for one, am relieved that "Jewish History 32'' is coming to an
end. No more squirming when Prof.
Silverstein paints a limited picture
of which Jew did what of importance in America. He never heard
of Reb Shrage Feivel Mcndlowitz
?"~r. although he did condescend
to one nudnik's reference to Reb
Aharon, ?"~!. ("Kotler? Oh, yes,
He founded a Rabbinical School in
New Jcrsey"-patronizing smile ...
"Kotler" left neither dcpartmentstore fortune nor museum bearing
his natne.) No more sweating when
I'm sure he's wrong, but equally
sure that I don't know enough to
challenge him.
I glance at the Spring Semester
Catalogue ... Judaic Studies? Jewish music, 1iterature, art, and Yiddish are probably no easier, penetrating, or sweeping in range than
"Jewish History 32."
D
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Letters to the Editor

Speedy, Equitable

Can Something Be Done for

Inexpensive . . . an<l Jewish

the Stranded Wife?

To the Editor:
I read with interest the article in
the March, 1972, Jewish Observer,
"Can Modern Legal Disputes Be
Settled By Din Torah?"
Without doubt, as pointed out so
well by the author, Judah Dick,
problems exist, including the validity of testimony of women and
relatives and other procedural matters. But increasing usage of this
avenue to speedy, equitable, inexpensive and most important, Jewish,
solutions to disagreements would
involve an extra awareness and sensitivity to these questions on the
part of our Rabbis.
Botei (/;n should be encouraged
to conform with statutory requirements and ease enforcement of psak
din. Writing a copy of the psak in
English, while not compromising on
the essentially Jewish nature of the
bet din, might minimize the danger
that ambiguity hinder enforcement
efforts by secular courts.
Sincerely,
BERTRAM L. PODELL

Member of Congress
13th District,
(Brooklyn) N. Y.

To the Editor:
My compliments to Judah Dick
for writing his timely article on a
most important and neglected aspect
of Jewish life-settling disputes by
din Torah.
I would like to comment on several points he deals with.
I) During the heat of a dispute,
people may have difficulty in agreeing on the selection of a beis din.
One way Mr. Dick circumvents the
prohlem is by suggesting that specific rabbis be agreed upon in advance, and mentioned by name in
the original agreement drawn up by
the two partners. However, these
rabbis may not be available at the
time they are needed. (A contract
could run thirty or forty years.)
2) Naming the beis din of an
orgnization, as Mr. Dick also
suggested, is not necessarily satisfactory either. People arc not always
willing to entrust their financial
affairs to dayanim personally unknown to them, or referred to them
by organizations not generally respected in the community, as is the
case with some organizational botei
din.
3) The most important area of
activity in which botei din are pre-

Bus. M'gr.

sently involved-namely gittin (divorce procedures) - is not mentioned in the article.
The problem of a husband who
refuses to give a get after a beis din
has directed him to do so is not
uncommon in this country. Perhaps
an agreement could be drawn up
by a lawyer for use by newly wedded
couples, to agree upon traditional
gittin procedures in the event of
divorce, subject to monetary penalties, enforcable in civil court.
There arc other legal questions in
this area which should be explored.
Can a woman sue for damages
on the basis that her husband had
entered a verbal contract at the
time of marriage, to conduct himself
according to the rulings of beis din
(k'daas Moshe v'Yisroel)? Can she
sue because he is infringing on h~r
civil right to remarry?
More comment would be welcome.
SHIMON BERACH

New York City
Judah Dick: On Eguu,
l.1cgal Fees, And Court Jlecords
The problems of egun (when one
of the partners to a marriage is
prevented frorn re-marrying) is a
grave one, and within the confines
of the legal system there are certain
avenues open that allow for mitigating its tragic circumstances in advance. As a matter of fact, a footnote to my recent articles referred
to a case of egun, (Koeppel v Koeppel, 138 NYS 2d 366) that may
serve as a valuable precedent.
In America, many (and probably
most) Jews are married in a religious ceremony, but do not bother
obtaining a get in the event they
j'(V:;) ~~~).
-
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II you reatl Yitltlish anti take joy in a real "Yitltlish vort"you will !inti a rich treasure of Hashkolo anti inspiration in the

This popular anthology contains articles and essays on the
significance of Shavuos written by Gedolei Torah and Ortho-.
dox writers and thinkers. Many of the essays are out-of-print
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The first edition of the SH AV U 0 S AN TH 0 L 0 G Y was widely
praised by rabbis and educators, and J>erceptive readers who appreciate
a real YIDDISH VORT. The Anthology is now in its second edition to
meet the demands of the many readers whose orders we could not fill
when the first edition was exhausted. If you do not own a copy, order
now before the second edition is sold out.
The SHAVUOS ANTHOLOGY is ideal for every Jewish reader. There is
within its pages a mine of source material for rabbis, public speakers,
and educators. It will be enjoyed by every member of your family:
man, woman, and child. The Shavuos Anthology is published by the
Orthodox Library of DOS YIDDISHE VORT .
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While they last: Only $2.00 per copy
The Shavuos Anthology makes an ideal gift for your family and friends.

ORTHODOX LIBRARY / DOS YIDDISHE VORT / 5 Beekman Street /
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New York, New York 10038
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LETTERS CONTINUED

become legally divorced. Since there
is no way for one party to compel a
recalcitrant spouse to give or accept
a get, a situation of egun is created
and neither party is permitted to
marry someone else according to the
halachu. A get in and by itself is not
legally sufficient to terminate a marriage, unless it is administered in
Israel where the halacha is the Law
of the Land. (At least the wife must
be present in Israel to receive the
get to come within the purview of
the rule of comity-that New York
will recognize divorces granted in
other jurisdictions where at least
one uf the parties was personally
present and the other was represented by an attorney) . If the wife
~efuse~ to accept the get, the only
1ssur mvolved is the Cherem of
Rabbeinu Gershom, which can b~
waived by 100 rabbis where warranted by the conduct of the woman. If, however, the husband refuses
to give a get, the prohibition is one
of the most severe in the Torahthat of eishes ish, and re-marriage
without a get would render the
children of such a marriage mamzeirim.
In Israel, the Rabbinical Courts
have exclusive jurisdiction over all
matters affecting marriage and divorce, so they can compel a huband
to give, or a wife to accept, a get
where mandated by the halacha.
This compulsion takes place in one
of two ways. In most cases, the
husband is o~dered to pay a high
amount of alimony or support for
his wife until he agrees to give the
get. In certain cases authorized by
the ha/acha (these are relatively
rare) a beis din can order the imprisonment of the husband for contempt of court if he refuses to heed
its direction. Unfortunately, these
botei din must seek the assistance of
the Attorney General and the secuTile Jewish Observer/ April, 1972

lar courts to enforce such an order.
While the Attorney General and the
civil courts will generally enforce
the mandate of the beis din, there
are exceptions where the basis for
the psak din is primarily religioussuch as situations involving a kohein
and a divorcee.
Similar results could be achieved
in t.he United States if all couples
gettmg married in accordance with
the Laws of Moses and Israel would
also agree that should they legally
terminate their marriage, they would
also do so in accordance with the
s~me Laws under which they marned, and that they would submit all
disputes arising out of the marriage
to a beis din. As indicated by the
Koeppel case, such agreements will
be enforced by the courts as all
other contractual agreements are
enforced.
(The Koeppel case involved an
action to enforce a contractual agreement between a married couple
who were getting a legal divorce to
appear before a beis din and have
a get delivered by the husband to
the wife, if this should be necessary
to allow the wife to remarry. The
New York State Supreme Court
held that the wife's complaint seeking to compell the husband to live
up to his contractual obligation was
a valid legal claim. By the time the
case came to trial, however, the wife
had remarried without benefit of a
get and the courts denied the relief
sought, on the grounds that the
wife's own conduct showed that she
did not consider a get necessary,
regardless of what the requirements
of the halacha were (3AD 2d 853,
16~ .NYS 21 694). Assuming the
vahd1ty of the first decision in the
case-to compel the husband to
deliver the get - this precedent
shows one possible approach of
avoiding the grave problem of egun
and mamzerim in the United States).
If competent rabbinical authorities would give serious consideration to making the signing of such
documents by young couples a matter of course, it could result in the

enhancement of respect for Torah
Law and a significant reduction in
personal tragedies among our people.
Prohibitive Fees
Another aspect of the din Torah
that warrants further comment is
the matter of fees. If people are to
feel free to submit their controversies to a din Torah the fees must be
nominal or low enough not to be
discouraging. Of course, if rabbis
must spend considerable time hearing a complex case, they cannot be
expected to do it without any fee.
But the fees should be no more than
$50 per day for each rabbi participating - except that a larger fee
may be warranted in cases involving
substantial sums of money where
the parties would be forced to spend
much more if they resorted to court
litigations.
Perhaps small claims sections
should also be created in institutional botei din, to handle claims
of $500 or less, where the fee would
be only $25 and only one rabbi
would hear the case, in this way
avoiding resorting to the Small
Claims Courts. It has been stated by
the venerable Rabbi Henkin that if
the din Torah is too costlv for the
litigants, it is the equi~alent of
being unavailable and resort can be
had to the courts. It is the duty of
the community not to allow such a
situation to arise.
J UDAH DICK
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NATIONAL COALITION FORMED TO WIN CREDITS
FOR NON-PUBLIC SCHOOLS
A national coalition of non-public
school leaders of all faiths to seek the
enactn1ent of federal tax credit legislation to benefit non-public school parents
was established in the nation's capital
this week. This new Washington-based
group elected as its national chairman
Rabbi Moshe Sherer, executive president
of Agudath Israel of America, who
for more than a decade has spearheaded
Orthodox Jewish efforts to obtain
government aid for non-public education.
The new coalition, Citizens Relief for
Education by Income Tax, (CREDIT),
will concern itself solely with the passage of legislation to give a federal
tax income credit for part of non-public
school tuition costs to parents of children attending such schools. The other
officers of CREDIT include prominent
figures in non-public education of all
faiths.
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In announcing the new coalition,
Rabbi Sherer declared that, "As a
matter of justice and fairness, it is time
that the government lived up to its
responsibility to grant the financial assistance necessary to realistically allow
parents a freedom of choice in education."
Rabbi Sherer reported that the CREDIT coalition has launched a national
campaign to educate the public and
legislators on the value of educational
income tax credits. More than 30 bills
for this purpose have already been introduced in Congress. He estimated that
Yeshiva parents would receive over $7
million annually in tax credits from
this legislation.
By way of explaining this plan, he
singled out as an example a bill introduced last month by (~ongressman
Wilhur }\·1ills. chairman of the House
Ways and ~1eans C:ommittee, and Cong:ressinan Gerald Ford, House Minority
Leader: This bill allows non-public
school parents to obtain a tax credit of
fifty perccr:t of their tuition bill v. ith
a n1axi1num credit of $400 per child.
Once n family\ adjusted income exceeds
$25,000. the credit gradually phases out.
He pointed out that tax credits differ
fron1 tax deductions in that tax credits
actually directly reduce the citizens'
taxes. vvhich in essence is equal to a
cash refund to the tax payer.
D
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AGUDATH ISRAEL URGES LEGISLATORS: REJECT EQUAL RIGHTS
AMENDMENT BECAUSE OF
WOMEN'S DRAfT
Members of the New York State Assembly were called upon to vote against
ratification of the women·s equal rights
amendment to the Constitution, in a
message from the President of Agudath
Israel of An1erica. '1'he Orthodox Jewish
movement claimed that this amendment
would "mandate the conscription of
wo1nen into the armed services," and
declared that "this would be a severe
setback to the moral tone of our nation's
youth as well as to the moral climate
of our entire society." The New York
State Senate has already approved ratification of the amendment and Agudath
Israel's mem{)randum to the Assemblymen aims to defeat it in New York's
lower chamber.
The Commission on Legislation and
Civic Action of Agudath Israel, headed
by Rabbi Mcnachem, Shayovich, has instructed its state coordinator.s through~
out the country to launch similar drives
in their local communities. The Agudah Women's Organization, of which
Mrs. Josephine Reichel is national president, has initiated a similar drive.
According to the Agudath Israel missive. the national director of Selective
Service, Dr. (:111tis Tarr. officially stated
on April 7th that women would be
automatically drafted into the Armed
Service if the amendment in its present
language is ratified.
D

ANTT-SHECHITA BILL STOPPED IN U.S. CONGRESS
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Fine Reproductions of Originals
• Suitable for framing •
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A.. "humiine slaughter" bill. which
v...·ould have severely curtailed the practice of Shechita. has now been dropped
by its sponsor, Congressman Kenneth J.
Gray of Illinois, after the lllinois chapter
of Agudath lsrael of America explained
to him and other legislators the implications of such a measure. Congressman
(Jray·s bill. which sets standards for
"hun1ane slaughter," exempted Shechita
only on the grounds of accommodating
a religious minority, thereby implying
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"On this fiftieth Jubilee year, every man shall
return to his homestead" (Yayikra XXV, 10)
During this Jubilee celebration of 50 years of Agudath Israel
of America, you may be coming to Israel and interested in
buying or renting an apartment.
We will be happy to help find the apartment to suit your
needs. Let's hear from you.

HENOCH CROSS REALTY
RECHOV HAPISGA 50
BAYIT VEGAN. JERUSALEM
Tel. 52821b (Israel)
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that Shechita is inhumane. The bill also
would have limited the sale of "ritually
slaughtered meat'" exclusively to Jews.
The behind-the-scenes efforts to "kill"
this bill were initiated last February by
Rabbi Moshe Sherer. who alerted the
chairman of the Public Affairs Commission of the TJ1inois chapter of Agudath
Israel, Rabbi Chaim Dov Keller, to the
serious repercussions it would have on
Shechita. Rabbi Keller is the dean of
the Telshe Yeshiva in Chicago.

IN TRIBUTE TO OUR DEVOTED FATHER

MR. ABRAHAM PLOTZKER

111"1~17

on his being honored at

Agudath Israel's Jubilee Dinner
May our det:r Father and loving Mother be blessed with
Arichas Yomim in good health and have Naches from all their
Children and Aineklach.

KENDY and HENOCH CROSS
Bryna, Yitzchok and Rochel
Bayit Vegan, Jerusalem
The Jewish Observer/ April, 1972

THE RUSSIAN JEWS ARE COMING ...
Thousands of Russian Jews are now coming to Israel, a large number of whom clung to their Jewishness
against the mightiest of odds. The entire :Georgian Jewish community, despite living more than 50 years
under the Communists emerged spiritually unscathed. Now they are coming to Israel . . .

WHAT IS OUR RESPONSE?
A sigh of relief? Joy? Tears?
What these immigrants desperately need is our help to save them from losing their Yiddishkeit in a secular
dominated society.
As a matter of conscience we dare not permit the Russian Jew to suffer the same spiritual fate as the
Sephardic Jews of the earlier Aliyos, when tens of thousands relinquished the tradition of their parents
because so few cared. The "Black Panthers" in Israel today are the legacy of this apathy. We dare not
permit this tragic history to repeat itself.

RUSSIAN IMMIGRANTS RESCUE FUND
the major Orthodox rescue agency sponsored and directed by the nation's
foremost Torah scholars and volunteer laymen, has already established:
• TORAH COMMUNITY CENTERS-Used by the new immigrants to gather, learn and pray in a true Torah atmosphere.
The centers are particularly beneficial for tho youth to keep
them off the dreets Dnd away from secular influences.

• SYNAGOGUES-Owing to their unique custom {nusach)
of prayer, special synagogues had to be opened for Jews
who back in the old country participated in prayers at the
synagogue thrice daily.
• DISTRIBUTION OF RELIGIOUS ARTICLES - Thousands
of religious articles such as tefillin, mezuzos, siddurim and
machzorim were disttibu+ed to the new immigrants.
• KOSHER FOOD FOR PESACH-More than 1,000 immi·
gr.. nt fa milico received speciul kosher food parcel..
• PUBLIC SEDORIM-Public sedorim were organized for
·the immigrants to counter invitations by left-wing kibbuhim
who serve chometz on Pesa ch. The pub I ic sedorim were held
in Netanya, Ranana and Beer Sheva.
• SPIRITUAL RESCUE TASK FORCES-These task forces
are working at foll force in most Russian immigrant centers.
Their work has embraced thousands of Russian "olim" fam"dies.
• AND MORE . . . AND MORE ..•

•
RELIGIOUS ULPANIM-ln more than a half doien cities,
special ulpanim for both men and women teach the immi·
grants Hebrew, conducted by observant teachers, who instill
in the new immigrants a desire to continue their religious
traditions.

• ADDITIONAL CLASSROOMS-New classroom space in
religious schools was established to accommodate hundreds
of immigrdnts children who need special attention.
• KINDERGARTENS-· Specially equipped kindergartens,
geared to cope with the language barriers and unique needs
of the Sovie·t Georgian children, were opened for pre-school
children.

SAY "YES" TO THESE CEDOLEI TORAH . . .
RABBI ELIEZER SYSHE PORTUGAL

RABBI YITZCHOK HUTNER

[Sekulener Rebbe)

(Rosh Yeshiva, Kole I Gur Aryeh)

RABBI NOCHUM PERLOW
( Noveminsker Rebbe J

RABBI BORUCH SOROTZKIN

RABBI ISRAEL SPIRA

RABBI PINCHAS HIRSCHPRUNG

(Rosh Yeshiva, Telshe )

(Bluzever Rebbe)

(Rav of Montrea l)

RABBI GEDALIAH SCHORR

RABBI MORDECAI GIFTER

RABBI SHLOMO HALBERSTAM

(Rosh Yeshiva, Torah Vodaath)

(Rosh Yeshiva, Telshe)

( Bobover Rebbe)

RABBI YOSEF BREUER
(Rav, Congregation Adas Yeshurin J
RABBI YAAKOV KAMINETZKY

RABBI MOSHE FEINSTEIN

RABBI

(Rosh YAshiva, Tifereth Jerusalem)

(Ra v of MaHesdorfl

RABBI MOSHE HOROWITZ

RABBI SHNEUR KOTLER

,Rosh Yeshiva, Torah Vodaath)

(Bostoner Rebbe)

(Rosh Yeshiva, Beth Medrash Govoha}

RABBI YAAKOV I. RUDERMAN

RABBI MOSHE HESCHEL

RABBI SHRAGf M. KALMANOWITZ

(Rosh Yeshiva, Ner Israel)

(Kopitshnitzer Rebbe)

(Rosh Yeshiva, Mir)

SHMUEL EHRENFELD

Who see this as The Prime Responsibility of Our Times!

.
.

~--------------------------------------RUSSIAN IMMIGRANT RESCUE FUND

5 Beekman StreP.t, New York City I 003 8

Do As Your Conscience
Dictates . ..
And Show That You Care!

Encl<>sed please find my donation of $............. ....to this historic
undertaking to spiritually save our Russian brothers in Israel.
Name.......... ......... .... .......... .
Address...

l
Confribufions are income-tax deductible.

The Jewish Observer/ April, 1972

'
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..
i
I

City...

. . ...... ...........State

....... .......Zip..

\

·----------------------------SANDER
KOLITCH,
Chairman - ------ - ~
DR. ERNST L. BODENHEIMER, MOSHE BRAUNSTEIN, Treas.
RABBI BORUCH NUSSBAUM, Chairman of the Board
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Sara Sckenirer .JJ.igh Schoof
and :leacherJ Seminar'!
invites you to its

First Annual Dinner

find out how an invitation is never
ordinary when it is designed with you
in mind. Personalized elegance is
yours at

tendered as a Fare well to
MR. & MRS. JACK KLAUSNER
upon their embarking to settle in Eretz Yisroel
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Sunday, May 14, Rosh Chodesh Sivan

where invitation specialists are waiting to show you how much can be
yours at a cost you can manage. We
are ready to serve you,. in addition
to our daily hours.

Armon Terrace
51 St. & New Utrecht Ave. Brooklyn
For dinner reservations and journal greetings

call: (212) 633-8557
or write to:
4622-14th Ave. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219
Sidney Greenwald
Dinner Chairman

Every Sunday from 10-2
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Sandor Ko/itch
Journal Chairman

156 FIFTH AVE. (at 20th St.) N.Y.C.
By Appointment Only!
989·4114

Moshe Ehrenfeld

j/\.fl lrainf> 2:1· SLI

Coordinator
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For New Subscribers and Old Friends Who Are Renewing For 3 Years
In addition to saving $3.00 on your subscription, paying only $12.00 instead of $15.00, you'll save another $3.00 when-

We'll rush you a Gallery of Portraits of Gedolei Yisroel I a $3.00 value) Absolutely Free
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THE JEWISH OBSERVER
5 BEEKMAN STREET/NEW YORK, N. Y. 10038
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Yes, here is $5 for a new subscription to your mag~
azine. Please send me a free gallery of portraits of
Gedolei Yisroel.
0 Series I

O Series II

0 Series III
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RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTION
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THE JEWISH OBSERVER
5 BEEKMAN STREET/NEW YoRK, N. Y. 10038
Yes, I will take advantage of your offer to save $6.
Enclosed is $12 for a 3-year renewal, and please send
me a free gallery of portraits of Gedolei Yisroel.

D Series I

D Series II

Name...................................

Name .....................................

Address ..............................................................................................................

Address.........................................

City............................................................State.................................Zip .....................
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